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Explosive Chemical Used in Rocket Fuel Found in Breast Milk
in 18 States
just in case you thought the world wasn't completely fucked
BY REBECCA GIUSTI
A study published on February 22 by Texas
Tech University's Institute of Environmental
and Human Health found 36 samples of breast
·milk collected in 18 states to contain the toxic
chemical perchlorare, the major explosive ingrediem in rocket fuel. Additionally, perchlorate
has been found in the drinking water in 22
states. in cow's milk in 11 states, and in vegetables, especially lettuce, which are shipped across
the nation. The chemical originates at defense
industry plants throughout the US, which are
run by companies such as Lockheed Martin,
AeroJet, and Kerr-McGee. Ineffective environmental precautions allow for the chemical to
seep into the water supply, which is not only
used for drinking water, but also for agricultural purposes. lfit is ingested in high doses, perchlorate is known to block the uptake of iodide
into the thyroid gland, which can al ter brain
development in infants and fetuses, and potentially cause cancer in adults.
The EPA has estimated that drinking
water should not contain more than 4 to 18
parts per billon perchlorate to be safe for consumption by the average adult male. A part per
billion is equal to about 1/2 teaspoon of water
in an Olympic-sized swimming pool.
However, environmental groups claim that the
current guidelines would fail to protect infants,
who arc most affected by rhe chemical. The
E,PA's current guidelines are believed to leave
even formula-fed infants, who ingest perchlorate through the water their formula is mixed
with, exposed to the chemical between 7.5 and
2,000 times the safe levels. The Texas Tech
report stated, "It is obvious that the safe dose
[of perchlorate] .. .will be exceeded for the

majority of infants."
Moreover, drinking water is the least
concentrated source of perchlorate. Leafy vegetables grown with contaminated drinking
water arc known to store and concentrate perchlorate. The Wall Street journal reported on
December 16, 2002 that "tests on several vegetable samples found the plants concentrated
perchlorate from local irrigation water by an
:a.

amount found in the water. This means that
nursing mothers who consume contaminated
vegetables are transmitting even higher levels of
perchlorate to their infants than infants who are
formula-fed.
According to the Environmental
Working Group, "Too much perchlorate can
damage the thyroid gfand, which controls
growth, development, and metabolism. Fetuses,
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Map from compiled EPA data, dots indicate the location
releases ofperchlorate into the environment
average factor of 65 ... That means that the perchlorate dose in the vegetables was 65 times the
amount in water." Tests conducted by the EPA
found that the concentration of perchlorate in
lettuce can reach as high as 95 times the

ofconfirmed

infants, and chilillen with thyroid damage may
suffer mental retardation, loss of hearing and
speech, or deficits in motor skills. At higher
levels of exposure, perchlorate is known to cause
cancer."

Currently, a battle is underway in
Washington, DC, where perchlorate manufacturers, aided by the Pentagon, are fighting
against the establishment of standards for the
presence of the chemical in drinking water. If
the EPA and environmental groups officially set
the limit of perchlorate at very low levels,
Lockheed Martin, Kerr McGee, the US
Department of Defense, and others will have to
spend e.xcremely large amounts of money on
cleanup-tens of billions of dollars, according to
water filtration expert Doug Gillen ofUSFuter.
Still, the companies have already pledged significant resources to help clean up the water
systems around their chemical manufacturing
sites. Lockheed Martin claims it will spend
S180 million, and Kerr McGee has pledged $32
million for cleanup in Nevada. AeroJet says it
has spent between S35 and S40 million removing perchlorate from one site in Rancho
Cordova, California, alone.
While these companies remain
opposed to any official governmental action
regarding perchlorate, environmental agencies
and independent researchers continue to discover new sites of contamination across the US.
Until a legal limit is set on levels of perchlorate
permissible in drinking water, cleanup, which
may take as many as 20 years, cannot officially
begin. "The fact that we are debating how
much rocket fuel should be in [our] drinking
water is a little bit absurd," said Sujatha
Jahagirdar, spokeswoman for Environment
California. "Perchlorate is not naturally occurring in water. The aerospace industry put it
there, and they should get it out."

The Syrian Incident
Syrian army set to pull back from Lebanon
BY TEREMY Low
In recent memory we have seen much pressure
put on the Arab world by countries foreign to
it. One has only to think of the Iraq war and
the debacle leading up to it; the debate over the
future of Palestine; the international community's interminable dealings with Iran; Libya,
Yemen ...the list goes on. Now with the Saudis'
recent insistence on Syria's withdrawal from
Lebanon, the pressure is building internally.
If the situation has become too complicated to follow, the background is worse. In
1975, the Lebanese society rent itself and civil
war broke out, with numerous foreign governrnenh involving themselves to maintain the stability of the country. Syria first deployed troops
in Lebanon in 1976, in response to the war and
to m;1intain " level of control so as to ensure
Israel's deference to their influence in Lebanon .
After the United Stares rescinded
their l\larine deployment in Beirut and Israel
phased out its troops in the region, Syria
remained as the sole occupying force. They
have since claimed that their troops remained
only for the purpose of ensuring the internal
stability of Lebanon.
In 1985, the Tripartite Accord was
signed at Syria's beckoning and the situation
was stabilized, though Syria maintained its
troops in Lebanon. The situation has perpetuated itself in this manner for a number o.f years,
but recently the country and the international
community have called for the redeployment of
the 14,000-strong Syrian army to the Eastern-

As with Mr. Bush's other dealings
on Friday that he would work with Lebanon to
most Lebanese Bekaa valley.
Bush's declaration that Syria must ensure that his troops would not stay "one day with the Middle East at large, the demand has
pull out all of its troops comes at a time when, longer" than Lebanon wishes.
been for the occupying force to leave, allowing
for once, the international community ~:l:Z: "'.w
the country's burgeoning
democracy to "flourish."
supports his policies. On March 3rd,
While some who have
Condoleeu.a Rice called for unqualified
called for Syria's withwithdrawal, saying irf response to the
~
I drawal admit that this
Syrian proposal to limit the troop comsort of immediacy might
mitment in the country to 11,000, that
create instability in the
"Free from foreign interference means
country, the assassination
exactly that: free of foreign interference."
of
former
Prime
France recently backed this position, with
Minister Rafik Hariri
Russia following suit.
Now the Saudis have entered
has intensified the rhetorhe fray on the side of the U.S. Prior to
ric used in calling for
this weekend, the Saudi Crown Prince
absolute and immediate
Abdullah has been working to assuage the
adherence.
fears of the Western world and broker a
The deadline has
deal between Syria and its international
been set by Mr. Bush in
detractors. With this weekend's summit
his latest diatribe for the
between Saudi Arabian and Syrian leadSyrian withdrawal : "The
'or else' is further isolaers, the Syrians have lost one of their most
important champions. According to the ...__'"""""...__
tion
from
the
Syrian troops wave goodbye to Lebanon
world ... You know, the
Saudi Foreign Minister, rhe Crown Prince
called for Syria to pull out of Lebanon
president should never
The announcement came swiftly and take any options off the table, [but] my last
rapidly and completely.
With the Syrian's last bargaining decisively as the situation has progressed toward choice is military" if they are not completely out
chip, the support of Saudi Arabia, gone they more and more confusion. Saying that, with by May. Coupled with this new announcement
find themselves in a siruation where their this new announcement, we "will have fulfilled by Mr. Assad, Mr. Bush's ire seems to have lost
strongest and best chance to receive some com- our obligations under the Taef accord and under its raison d'etre, although the complete withpensation for pulling out has abandoned them. [UN Security Council] Resolution 1559" which drawal of all Syrian forces may be still be well in
In response to this new development, the ended the Lebanese civil war and called for the the future.
Syrian president, Bashar al-Assad, announced phased withdrawal of Syrian troops.
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U.S. and Britain in the Practice of Sendin Terrorism Susoects
to Countries Which Use Torture
BY CHRISTINE NIELSEN
President Bush has repeatedly claimed, as he
did in a January 27 interview with the Times,
that "torture is never acceptable, nor do we
hand over people to countries that do torture."
More and more, however, the latter part of that
statement is being proved false. A secretive program run by the CJ.A. called "rendition" has
recently fallen into the public spotlight.
Rendition is the practice of seizing suspected
terrorists, or people thought to have knowledge
of terrorist plans, and flying them to countries
with interrogation and torture laws which differ
greatly from those of the United States. The
due process of law is
entirely overlooked, and in
fact in many cases the target
is never formally charged
with any crime at all, even if
he or she is detained for
many months and denied
communication with family
or lawyers. This practice has
been
more
commonly
termed the "outsourcing of
torture." as it is seen by
many as a way for the U.S.
to gather intelligence using methods which
would be illegal if carried out on U.S. soil. As
Michael Scheuer, former senior CJ.A. official
in the counterterrorist center, put it, "It's convenient in the sense that it allows American
policy- makers and American politicians to
avoid making hard decisions. Yes, it's very convenient. It's finding someone else to do your
dirty work."
A typical rendition is a harrowing
experience in itself, say witnesses and those rendered, even apart from the torture that may follow. A team of masked American agents land in
a Gulfstream V jct on any American military
base, at home or abroad. They apprehend their
target by blindfolding him, cutting away his
clothes with scissors or knives, inserting a tranquilizing suppository into the target's anus, and
dressing him in a jumpsuit. From there the target will be transported quickly onto the jet, and
flown to whichever foreign country is the destination. Using only information available in
public records, CBS News was able to track six
hundred of these types of flights so far, and
undoubtedly the number is now grown greater.
Rendition is not, as many would
assume, an invention of the Bush administration. In fact, Scheuer was among those delegated to create the program under Clinton. As
Scheuer told CBS News, "The National
Security Council gave us t~e mission: take
down these cells, dismantle them and take people off the screets so they can't kill Americans.
They just didn't give us anywhere to take the
people after we captured them." The original
solution to this was to fly prisoners to Egypt
and Jordan. Since 9/11 and the start of the
"War on Terror," however, the program has
entirely changed in scale. Along with a dramatic increase in the number of renditions carried

out, potential drop-off points for renditions
have expanded to include Afghanistan,
Morocco, Iraq, Libya, and euba, along with
thirty-three other countries.
Once landed at their destination, less
is known about what happens to the subjects of
renditions. The only information there is to go
on comes from those people who have returned
from detainment and are willing to speak about
their experiences. One such is Khaled el-Masri,
a German citizen born in Kuwait, who was
detained while on vacation in Macedonia last
year. Describing his experience iti an interview

in 2002, Murray has been making public his Secretary Jack Straw. He says he will be camconcerns over cases of torture in Uzbekistan.
paigning with the simple slogan, "No to George
Specifically, he publicized the case of two pris- Bush."
oners who bad been boiled to death, and said
It is unclear at this time whether or
that "partial boiling of a hand or an arm is quite not the C.IA. has been acting within the
common."
•
bounds of American law. The stepping up of
Murray was dismissed from his post the rendition program was authorized by
in February of this year, but only after becom- President Bush under a post-9/11 directive
ing the subject of a different scandal. He was which remains classified, and yet the adminisbrought before a disciplinary board for being tration. seems to go both ways in regards to the
drunk on the job, trading sex for UK visas, and
Lengths to which the government may go to
other allegations of fmancial misconduct.
uncover terrorist plots. Alberto R. Gonzales
Murray says these charges were completely gave written testimony this January, in his
constrUcted, presumably as a capacity as white house counsel, that "the polimeans of discrediting his state- • cy of the United States is not to transfer indiments. He was never found viduals to countries where we believe they likeguilty of these charges, and is ly will be tortured, whether those individuals
now receiving severance pay of are being transferred from inside or outside the
315,000 pounds (S594,000).
United States,"Yet directly following 9/11, Vice
Murray does not view this
President Cheney was quoted on "Meet the
compensation as a pay-off to Press" as saying, "A lot of what needs to be done
keep silent, however, and con- here will have to be done quietly, withQut any
tinues to speak out against discussion, using sources and methods that are
what he sees as the hypocrisy available to our intelligence agencies, if we're
of the "outsourcing of torture." going to be successful. That's the world these
"Even though the Foreign folks operate in. And so it's going to be viral for
Office will tell you, 'Oh, we have condemned us to use any means at our disposal, basically, ro
torture in Uzbekistan,' it qoesn't mean any- achieve our objective." The general attitude of
thing," claims Murray, "because by accepting the administration toward this human rights
the intelligence you are tipping them the wink issue was summed up by the director of central
to carry on." He also makes the age-old argu- intelligence, Porter J. Gross, when he said, "We
ment against torture-the unreliability of intelli- have a responsibility of trying to ensure that
gence gathered from human beings under great they are properly treated~and we try and do the
physical duress. "One thing that's so horrible best we can to guarantee that. But of course
about this whole thing is that this kind of evi- once they're out of our control, there's only so
dence obtained under torture is the kind of much we can do."
material that's being used to keep
these poor people locked up for three
years without trial and without
charge on the basis of intelligence
reports. What they don't tell you is
that that was probably some poor
bugger in prison in Egypt with electrodes on his testicles, screaming in
agony, who named a name to try and
stop the torture."
Murray stands with the
crowd who take particular issue with
the United States' involving itself
with regimes which use torture.
Believing that the use ofUS military
force to "spread democracy" is "total
hypocrisy," he points out that
Uzbekistan "receives hundreds of
millions of dollars a year in
American aid, including military aid
and aid to its security services. It has
several thousand US troops in the
country."
Murray does not plan to
step out of the public eye in light of
his dismissal and attempted defamation. O!iite the opposite, he has
Rendition target Maher Arar, a Canadian
announced his plans to run for parliament in the general elections this
detained in Syria for 0'1.Jer a year
May, against current Foreign

In a windowless cell, Arar's hands were
whipped with two-inch electrical cables. Of
the pain, Arar said "Not even animals could
withstand it."
with CBS news anchor Scott Pelley, el-Masri
explained, "They took me to this room, and
they hit me all over, and they slashed my clothes
with sharp objects ... I also heard photos being
taken while this ~vas going on, and they took off
the blindfold, and I saw that there were a lot of
men standing in the room. They were wearing
black masks and black gloves." His American
interrogator reportedly yelled at him, "You're in
a country without laws and no one knows
where you are. Do you know what that means?"
"It was very clear to me," el-Masri later said,
"that it meant I could stay in my cell for 20
years or be buried somewhere and nobody
knows what happened to [me]." For el-Masri,
detainment lasted five months, after which time
he was released and told that bis name had been
confused with someone else's-presumably the
whole situation was a case of mistaken identity.
Maher Arar, a Syrian-born Canadian engineer,
had a simliar story to tell. Arar was detained in
Syria for -over a year. In a windowless cell, Arar's
hands were whipped with two-inch electrical
cables. When interviewed by Jane Mayer ofThe
New Yorker, Arar said of the pain, "Not even
animals could withstand it." As for the "intelligence" he provided, Arar says eventually confessed to anything be was asked, explaining,
"You just give up. You become like an animal."
Neither el-Masri nor Arar were ever charged
with a crime.
America is not alone in being a country which preaches democracy and strict adherence to the laws, even while bein_g embroiled in
torture controversy across the woifd. In the UK,
former ambassador to Uzbekistan, Craig
Murray, experienced personally what it means
to speak out against human rights violations in
nations his country does business with. Almost
from the day he took on the job of ambassador,

Former Bard Securitv
., Guard Sentenced to Four Years for
Shooting Girlfriend
'--'

BY ETHAN ......
P"""o,.,.RT....,E....R...___ _
On Tuesday, February 22nd, former Bard
Security Guard Olivero Perez was sentenced to
four years in prison and ordered to pay restitution for shooting his then-girlfriend, Melinda
Davis, last May. The sentence was the result of
a plea bargain negotiated between Mr. Perez's
attorney and the Hudson District Attorney.
Mr. Perez bad been employed at Bard
since 1999. "He was very well liked by students
and staff," Ken Cooper, Director of Safety. The
senior class of two years ago even invited Mr.
Perez to speak at its Senior Dinner.
In an exclusive interview with the
Register-Star newspaper, Mr. Perez admitted
remembering nothing about the incident itself.
According to Ms. Davis, he stumbled home in

a drunken rage, firing off a shot outside the
house before she let him in. Once inside, he
shot her in the forehead. He fled, not turning
himself in for seven days, and Ms. Davis was
airlifted to the Albany Medical Center.
Mr. Perez, who wore black to the sentencing because he felt as if he were going to his
own funeral, apologized to the victim and her
family. The presiding judge, Jonathan Nichols,
urged Mr. Perez to "look inside [himself]," and
admonished him for not coming forward
immediately after the shooting.
The plea bargain was perceived as too
lenient by some, notably Hudson Police
Commissioner Carmine Pierro. An attempted
murder conviction, however, was never likely,

since Mr. Perez's heavily intoxicated state made
the question of "intent" difficult to determine.
He pled guilty to a charge of second-degree
·
assault.
Ms. Davis, who still suffers from constant headaches, announced to the press after
the sentencing that she would like to become an
advocate for victims' rights. The Hudson
District Attorney, Beth Cozzolino-whom Ms.
Davis thanked specifically during her statement
at sentencing, along with Hudson Detective
John Funk-offered her a volunteer position in
the District Attorney's offkc that would allow
her to do just that so.r t of work.
Mr. Perez explained to the Star that
the hardest part of the hearing occurred when
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Ms. Davis looked at him in the face. "She wasn't mad or mean; she's .not that kind of pen;on.
She was hurt. She looked at me like she was so
disappointed in me," he said.
He also said that, to this day, he isn't
sure who fired the gun. When the Star told him
that no physical evidence indicated that Ms.
Davis had ever touched the gun, Mr. Perez
looked away. He said that the entire ordeal,
while nightmarish, has not been entirely wor~h
less. In jail, be has turned to Christianity and
attends Alcoholics Anonymous.
"I know who I am now," he said. "I
grew up in here. I finally grew up."
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Student S ace at Bard: the Administration S eaks
The verdict is: until we get more money, use what you've got
BY ZARN! HTUN
In recent interviews with The Observer, Bard
administrators have indicated that even if the
Old Gym were to be restored, it would never
play the role it used to in the Bard social life.
Jim
Brudvig,
Vice
President
for
Administration, asserts that it would hold classrooms and office space for faculty. Allen Josey,
Assistant Dean of Students and Director of
Student Life Programming, feels personally
that a certain, designated space should be set
aside for student use alone, yet clearly stated
that the "availability of a large space to wreck
and destroy is not on the to-do list." Both Jim
Brudvig and Allen Josey have made it clear that
·
there will never be a "new" Old Gym.
With the closing of the Old Gym
this year, students have grown restless with the
resulting shortage of creative space. There is less
discomfort while the weathe.r is fairly warm and
students are able to make use of the spacious
campus grounds. When winter sets in, however, different clubs, programs and events have to
beat a retreat to the indoors and often find
themselves sharing a very limited amount of
space to revel, play and nurture talent in. Ever
since the dance and theatre department moved
from Avery and Blum ro the Fisher Center, for
instance, there has not been enough space for
rehearsals and shows. As a result, the campus
center's MPR has been booked around the
clock and keeping it a flexible, open arena has

been difficult for the administration.
Allen Josey points out that the Bard
administration has attempted to accommodate
students as best as it can. For instance, the
Gym has offered to set up events such as Four
Square, the Campus Center multi-purpose
roon{ has been host to events ranging from

which provides certain clubs with a meeting
space and acts like a little, rustic grocery store,
selling products such as organic coffee, has
proven quite a success. In addition,Jim Brudvig
says that parts of Fisher and spaces in the basement of Robbins have been opened to accommodate such events as small plays. The building
of a new dormitory-an appendage to
.... ...
Robbins-should include a large room that
~/
would be available for student use.
The Old Gym was closed down
. .,..
because of fire-code issues and because the
~
• interior of the building was constantly being
destroyed by students. Along with recurring
graffiti art, the walls and floor of the Old Gym
were constantly suffering damage. Eventually,
the physical plant no longer had the money to
fix up and repaint the place after each vandalistic incident. At the moment administration is
in the process of deciding whether to tear down
or renovate the Old Gym.
The Building may remain, but say
John Gall, Director of Buildings and
goodbye to making out in it
Grounds, revealed that the Old Gym is undergoing structural reviews to determine if the
dance and theatre rehearsals to parties, and wood skeleton of the old building has enough
Kline has sacrificed its dining hall to various life in it ro withstand an overhaul. Certain areas
events such as budget forum and the Midnight in the foundation are also being tested by an
Breakfast. ln addition, Smog, recently fixed up outside agency to determine if the concrete
by stu_dents into a personable if slightly scruffy could withstand renovation. If the building
music shack, has replaced the Old Gym's red proves sound, then it will be selectively demolroom in terms of function. The Root Cellar, ished and then renovated. Gall stated that the

skin of the building would be removed and the
foundation and frame left intact. In about a
month, administration should know the results
of the ongoing assessments.
As Allen Josey, John Gall and Jim
Brudvig all make clear, the lack of funds is the
biggest problem in the shortage of creative student space today. Jim Brudvig asserts that the
administration has always discussed a "vague
idea of setting up a new creative student space"
but \vithout funds, it continues to remain a
"vague idea." There had been plans and architectural designs for the construction of a building similar to the Old Gym near SMOG, and
Bard had even gotten permission from the town
to build, but a lack of funds halted all proposals.
As for a possible renovation of the Old Gym,
there will be funds for such a project, but funding for other projects (such as the new science
building being built between B&G and Ludlow
as well as the appendage to Robbins) take
precedence. Money has to be raised for both
the new science building and the dorm (money
will also be borrowed for the dorm), so any
thought of raising funds for renovating the Old
Gym, a venture with a price tag of roughly
$2.5-3 million, cannot even be considered for
now.

...

Dr. Papadimitriou Explains Role in Hammash Situation
BY ETHAN PORTER
The buzz on campus may have subsided, but as of Students," recalled Dr. Papadimitriou. "1 said,
of today, student efforts to transfer funds from 'let me have an attorney look at it.'"The attorthe convocation fund to the family of first-year ney told him that, following the guidelines of
student Zeyd Hammash, whose house in the college, the money could not be released.
Palestine 'vas destroyed by the Israeli Defense "On the basis of this, I said 'OK,'" the money
Force in the first few hours of December oflast will not be released. When asked whether he
year, are going forward. A meeting with means to say that it was he who made the ultiPresident Botstein has been scheduled by some mate decision not to release the money, Dr.
the effort's most enthusiastic supporters, for Papadimitriou said, "Jr's true." According to
the purpose of determining exactly what the him, his "seniority" at the college granted him
possibilities are at this juncture. And in an the authority to prevent the money from being
interview with The Observer, Executive Vice released.
"It's not witl1in the realm of [the colPresident of the College Dimitri Papadimitriou
explained how and why he opposes the use of lege's] responsibility," he explained. "Every
institution and activity must abide by its rules
Convocation Fund money for this purpose.
The Israeli Consulate in New York and regulations. The convocation fund was
City-which ha.s a speci!i1 branch focusing established for a special purpose-the college,
specifically on campus affairs-was contacted acting as an intermediary, must see that it gets
multiple times for this story, but failed to issue to fulfill tllis purpose."
Furthermore, "There are many more
a statement or comment on the destruction of
the Hammash house. Dr. Papadimitriou, on the students in the same situation as Zeyd."There
other hand, was quite candid.
are, according to Dr. Papadimtriou, "students
"I was first approached by the Dean from Mexico who work to send money back

of

continuedfrom last issue; far foll story see observer.bard.edu
home." None of this, he asserts, is !!
meant to disparage the current effort ~
involving Zeyd. "Who would dis-

I . . ;.:·-.
B

agree that this is a worthy thing to
~--·~
-~·"
do?" he asked.
··-~
i . . ~~
Dr. Papadimitriou pointed .~ .' :· 'ii. a ·i · ·~ . . ·
out that the college has provided I i
financial support in the recent past to! ·. ', ..
issues draped in "politics,• notably the , .'" .~· .
?;>....
protestors arrested on November 3, ~2004. The onus to ensure that the ·
money gets to Zeyd's family now lies
with the student body. In order for""
the money to be released, the rules
that govern che Student Convocation
Fund have to be changed by the stu- The Hammashfiamil11 home
dents. Efforts to change these rules,
J
while sometimes entailing years of hard work, carefully crafted so that it does not automaticalcan lead to success, as in the case with the ly lead to a huge rise in the convocation fund."
recent decision to raise the student activities Like other administrators, Dr. Papadimitriou
fee. "If [the rules] actually get changed, then, of endorses the idea of a campus fundra1ser as the
course, it won't be a problem," said Dr. most effective means of easily getting money to
Papadimitriou. A change would have "to be the Hammash family.

r
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Socially Responsible Investing T akes Shape At Bard
BY ANDREW D OLLARD
This semester, in response to an initiative by
members of the Student Government, the
Investment Committee of Bard's Board of
Trustees agreed to the creation of a joint student-administration Committee on Socially
Responsible Investing. The Committee will
provide the board with research and advice on
social and ethical issues concerning the college's
investments, and \vill recommend measures by
which the Board can encourage responsible
practices by the companies and funds in which
the college invests its money. The committee's
role will be strictly advisory, and it will have no
direct control over the college's financial decisions.
The committee will consist of four
students and four members of the administration. Two of the students on the committee will
be the student representatives to the Board of
Trustees, Andrew Peyton and Gus Feldman.
The other two, Brenden Beck and Maanas
Agarwal. were elected two weeks ago in a campus-wide election. The administration members on the committee are Executive VicePresident Dimitri Papdimitriou and Controller

Kevin Parker, along with Vice-President Jim
Brudvig, both of whom were appointed by
Vice-President Papadimitriou.
In creating this committee, Bard joins
a growing movement among colleges and universities to monitor more closely the ways their
endowments are invested. The Responsible
Endowments Coalition, a network of student
groups dedicated to Socially Responsible
Investing, started up last year with members
from twenty-two educational institutions, and
now has members from thirty-five, including
Bard. The institutions represented in the REC
have endowments together totaling over $102
billion.
Compared to the endowments of
institutions like Harvard ($18.8 billion) or Yale
(Sll billion), Bard's endowment, excluding
affiliated institutions like the Levy Economics
Institute or the Bard Graduate Center, is a
meager S80 million, and has existed for less
than a decade. Most of the endowment is
invested in privately managed hedge funds,
which provide a substantial rate of return but
are notoriously secretive about their activities. A

small fraction of the endowment is invested in
stocks and U.S. Treasury Bills.
The student members of the new
Committee have a number of distinct goals.
One is to have the College's investments
screened by the Investor Responsibility
Research Center, an independent agency that
conducts research on corporate social responsibility, although such services are costly. Another
is to get the Board of Trustees to pay more
attention to proxy resolution.s, which allow
shareholders in a firm to vote on a resolution
concerning an aspe~t of that firm's policies.
Proxy resolutions are ·often used to encourage
firms to change unethical or irresponsible practices, yet they are frequently ignored by
investors, including Bard College.
A third, more ambitious goal, is to
persuade the College to set aside a small portion of its endowment, about one percent, for a
more active social investment policy focusing
on SRI-specific funds or local development
projects. Acknowledging the huge amount of
money that even one percent of Bard's small
endowment represents, Committee member
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Brenden Beck described the effort towards such
a goal as "a long uphill battle."
Executive
Vice-President
Papadimitriou, who was instrumental in setting
up the Committee, said that such a move is
highly unlikely, at least for now, because so little of the endowment is in equity investments
and because the SRI Committee is too new to
have proved its responsibility and commitment
to the endeavor. He is concerned that student
interest in SRI may gradually "fizzle out" and
ultimately go nowhere, but he expressed a willingness to work with the committee and see
how it develops in the future. He further said
that he hopes the Committee's activities "will
be fruitful and educational for everyone
involved," and that students and administration
members will express points of view that the
other had not considered. "It's an opportunity
for students to learn a little bit more about how
decisions are made, and to bring students and
the administration closer together," he said.
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U.S. and Euro e Mend Fences
"We're back to eatingfrench fries/
BY CHARLES FR.AUMAN
Last week, President George Bush made his campaign, yet the two men greeted each other
fim trip to Eu.rope since his re-election in order civilly, focused their discussion on the Iran crito repair relations that went sour two years ago sis, and generally sought to heal the rift that has
when America unilaterally invaded Iraq. grown between their countries. Bush also
President Bush stopped ove( in Belgium, addressed a speech to Slovaks in a crowded
Germany, and Slovakia. Some of the key figures square in Bratislava, much to their hearts' conhe met with were French President Jacques tent, and to the Kremlin's disgruntlement.
Chirac of France, Chancellor Gerhard Schroder
But shared values and common ideof Germany, and Russian President Vladimir ologies only make up -half the story. Regarding
Putin. The objective of this fly-by four-day present issues and their resolution, divisions
journey was to find common ground - · • •·•• "' 1
whe.re there was some to be found,
and to win back old allies by listening
to their views, while offering new
ones of his own.
President Bush and his
allies left the past behind and looked
to the future while recognizing the
benefits to be reaped by uniting in
the present. In his 31 minute speech
at Concert Noble in Brussels,
Belgium, Bush mentioned the need
for cooperation as well as a continuation of his grand scheme of"planting
the flag of freedom" around the
world. "America supports Europe's
democratic unity for the same reason Chirac and Bush go in for a manly hug
we support the spread of democracy
in the Middle East-because freedom leads to remain.
On the first day of the trip, Bush
peace," he said, adding, "and America supports a
strong Europe because we need a strong partner chided Russia for backtracking on the road to
in the hard work of advancing freedom in the democracy by cracking down on political dissent. "We must always remind Russia, however,
world."
Compared to the way things were, that our alliance stands for a free press, a vital
much progress has been made. We saw opposition, the sharing of power and the rule of
President Bush break bread with Jacques law," Bush said. He also advised "all European
Chirac as well as change the name of "freedom countries [to] place democratic reform at the
fries" back to "French fries," gestures no one heart of their dialogue with Russia."
When Bush returned to Russia on
would have imagined happening a while back.
Gerhard Schroeder ran for re-election on what Thursday, the question of democracy in Russia
many considered an ant!-Bush, anti-American remained at the forefront of their press confer-

ence. Bush's "constructive and friendly"
reproach put Putin on the defensive, but in the
public eye, Putin stayed his ground, saying, "I
believt} that some of his ideas could be taken
into account in my work, and I will pay due
attention to them, that's for sure. Some other
ideas, I will not comment on."
They did however reach agreement
on several issues, most notably concerning the
containment and dismantlement of nuclear
materials left over from the Soviet days, and
both agreed that Iran and North Korea should
not have nuclear weapons, even though Russia
has just signed a deal with Iran to transfer
nuclear fuel in exchange for the spent nuclear
rods, which can be turned into weapons grade
plutonium.
On Tuesday, another of the few disputes to come out into the open was whether
the China arms embargo should be lifted or
not. Bush opposes the act, saying that lifting the
ban could "change the balance of relations
between China and Taiwan, and that's of concern." Many Europeans are in .favor because
they see it as a lucrative opportunity for arms
sales, and as a way to srrengthen relations with
China.
The embargo went into effect in
1989, after the pro-democratic protestors in
Tiananmen Square were killed and their movement suppressed. Now, 15 years later, the ban is
almost sure to come into effect in June. Chirac,
the most steadfast supporter of lifting the ban,
says that he would like to have U.S. backing.
Washington fears that some of the
advanced technology moving along this new
avenue may find its way into the wrong bands.
Another fear is that a booming economy and
rising military power will enable China to
acquire the skills and means to come to power
sooner rather than later.

Europe offered a safety net to allay
Washington's suspicions. A code of conduct
will come into operation when the ban is lifted,
which will supervise any ttanSfer of arms that
would have been banned under the embargo.
This information would be shared \vith the U.S.
Theoretically Washington would be able to
keep an eye on all transactions, both legal and
illegal. Bush says, "We'll see:
The United States and Europe managed to meet midway in their dealings with
Iran. On Tuesday, Bush played down the idea
that the U.S. would use military tactics against
Iran, saying, "This notion that the United
States is getting ready to attack Iran is simply
ridiculous. And having said that, all options are
on the table." Europe has been offering economic and political incentives if Iran disarms.
The next day Bush indicated that he
would consider diplomacy and the use of incentives to dissuade Iran from building up its
nuclear arsenal, but there was never any mention of the U.S. actually joining the talks, which
is what the Europeans want. They believe the
talks will fail if the Americans do not join.
President Bush's visit to Mainz,
Germany did not go over smoothly with the
populace. In fact, the whole town shut down in
protest, no Germans except for those who were
carefully screened came anywhere near Bush,
and a town-meeting was cancelled on account
of a potentially hostile reception. Banners with
anti-Bush slogans covered the streets.
"President Evil" was spray-painted on one,
"Stop Bush" on another. All of which demonstrates that not everyone bought into Bush's
trademark smiles and jocular banter during his
trip across Eu:ope.

Dean Begins His Term as Chairman
Promises to stimulate the party
BY GOZDE SEVIM
Oil"' Saturday, February 12th, 2005, the izing ... and transforming our party into a grass- Democrats considering a bid for chairman
Democratic Party elected Howard Dean, for- roots organization that can win in all SO states- backed out of the race.
House Minority Leader Nancy
mer Vermont Governor and presidential candi- that's how we will rebuild the Democratic
date, as its new Chairman. Following the four- Party," said Dean. In addition to talking about Pelosi, not always a Dean supporter, has fallen
"""'_ ' _.. ~·,~-,.
year chairmanship ofTerry McAuliffe, a period core values of the Democratic Party, Dean went ~,..
marked by record fund-ra~ing but multiple on to say that the Democrats must never abanelectoral losses, Dean pledged to reinvogorate don their core values; instead, they should
the party's ideological base while strenthening develop new ways of presenting them.
Some who remember Dean from the
its financial state. The goal is to recapture both
primaries as a charismatic yet unstable figure
Congress and the White House.
So far, Dean seems to be working have doubts about his ability to succeed. Many
with a two-pa.rt strategy. Shortly after winning Republican leaders have said they look forward
the position, Dean announced that the party to Dean leading the DNC. Many describe him
must focus on ways of rebuilding itself on a as an angry, northern liberal-a symbol of what
local level. "If we want to win nationally, we many argue is "wrong" with the Democratic
Party.
have to win locally," explained Dr. Dean.
"I think if [Democrats] have a true
Secondly, Dean suggested that
Democrats should take the offensive against death wish, he'd be the perfect guy to go with,"
Republicans . According to Dean, the former House Majority Leader Newt Gingrich
Democratic Party should stand up more clearly told Fox News last month.
Some Democrats also see him as a
and forcefully for what it believes in. In one of
the many speeches he gave after winning the threat, a leader that could be caricatured by
Chairmanship to outline his plans, Dean Republicans. Others party members, however, ,~
brought up issues of gay rights and ahtrtion. He think that Dean's energy is exactly what the One hunh
Chairmarzjlesh
argued that Democrats are neither "pro-gay Democratic Party needs at this point.
marriage" nor "pro-abortion;" however, as the Democratic leaders, who were initially wary of in line with the new leader. "He has used the
party of non-elite, everyday workllig class peo- a Dean chairmanship, started embracing his power of technology, the force of his personalileadership after it became apparent he was ty and the depth of his ideals to bring new people, they should leave decisions to individuals.
"Standing up for our beliefs ... organ- strong enough to claim the job. Six high-profile ple into the party," she said.

·-·
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Dean emphasized the difference
between the Republican Party and the
Democrats throughout his acceptance speech.
He criticized Bush's $2.6 trillion budget for
2006 and described it as more evidence of
Republicans' fiscal recklessness. He also lashed
out at Bush's plan to privatize Social Security.
which would allow people to place some money
earmarked for Social Security into private
investment accounts.
"We believe that a lifetime of work
earns you a retirement of dignity, we will not let
that be put at risk by leaders who continually
invent false crises to justify policies that don't
work, in this case borrowing from our children,
shredding our social safety net in the process,"
said Dean.
At the end of his acceptance speech,
he articulatecl that his position requires a lot of
work, though he is ready and glad to take it on

himself.
"It's going to take a lot of work. And
I'm going to be asking a lot of all of you. It is
not my chairmanship; it is ours. Election by
election... State by state... Precinct by
precinct... Door by door... Vote by
vote ... We're going to take this country back for
the people who built it," he said.

Update from the SJB
As a new semester begins, we wanted to update
the community concerning the Student
Judiciary Board (SJB). First,.the SJB is the judi·
dary branch of the Student Government,
which hears cases about non-academic violations of College policies and upholds the
Commuruty Standards of Behavior. The SJB

has jurisdiction over alleged violations of the
College's social and residential rules, including
but not limited to, violence, theft, property
damage, and alcohol and drug offenses. It is
composed of four student members, one student chair, tw0 alternate student members, the
Dean of Students, an administrator, and one

faculty member. Every semester, the SJB is
required to give a summary of the past semester. Out of respect for everyone involved in the
cases, we maintain a level of eon.Sdentiality, Md
therefore we must withhold detailed information. Last semester rwo cases were brought to
the SJB for violating the Community Standards
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of Behavior. The sanction for the fust case was
a required leave of absence. The s.anction for
the second case was community service in collaboration with the Diversity Awareness
Program (DAP). If you have any questions
please feel free to contact Golden McCarthy,
SJB chair. - submitted by Golden McCarthy, chair
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Would-Be "Assassin" at Center of Torture Debate
American student detained in Saudi Arabia far 20 months
BY ANDREW D OLLARD
Last month, the U.S. Justice Department
indicted 23-year-old Ahmed Omar Abu Ali, an
American citizen, on charges of providing
material support to terrorists. The case received
widespread media attention because of the government's accusation that Abu Ali was involved
in a plot to kill President Bush, even though the
indictment only claims that Abu Ali "discussed"
an assassination, and does not charge him with
violating federal assassination laws.
A fact that did not make it into many
headlines, however, is that Abu Ali, who had
been a student at the Islamic University of
Medina in Saudi Arabia, was detained by Saudi
authorities for 20 months without being
charged with anything, during which time, his
supporters say, he was tortured with the full
knowledge and consent of the United States
government, and allegedly confessed his plot.

He was returned to the U.S. only after a long
legal battle by his parents, and upon returning
•
was promptly indicted.
Abu Ali is the son of Jordanian
immigrants to the United States, and his father
worked for years at the Saudi embassy in
Washington. He attended the Islamic Saudi
Academy in the suburbs of northern Virginia,
where he graduated valedictorian of his clas~ in
1999. In 2000, he went to Saudi Arabia to study
the O!J'ran, and it was there that he allegedly
made contact with al-~eda operatives, including Ali Abd al Rahman al Faqasi al Ghamdi,
the man responsible for the May 12, 2003
bombing in Riyadh which killed nine
Americans, and Zubayr al- Rimi, who was killed
in a gun battle with Saudi security forces later
that year. He was seized by Saudi authorities in
June 2003 while taking an exam.

What is significant about this case is
the challenge it poses to the government's use
of "extraordinary rendition," or, more colloquially, "outsourcing torture." It is the practice
whereby terrorism suspects are turned over to or
left in the custody of foreign governments
which use more vigorous "interrogation~ techniques than are allowed in the U.S.
Extraordinary rendition occurred sporadically
prior to September 11, 2001, but has become
widespread since then. The practice is already
being challenged in the courts, but Abu Ali's
case is unique because he is an American citizen, and thus possesses rights that are often
denied to "enemy combatants." It is as yet
unclear what role the government played in
Abu Ali's arrest and detention by the Saudis,
but the fact that he is an American citizen
makes the charges of complicity in torture even

more serious.
Abu Ali's family and his attorneys
claim that his confession was made under
duress, and therefore invalid. During a preliminary bearing before a federal judge his attorney
offered to have him disrobe before the court in
order to display the scars, which he supposedly
received at the hands of the Saudis; the judge
declined. But much of the government's case
rests on the testimony of unnamed co-conspirators, including al-Rimi. But if the government
relies on evidence received from the Saudis, it
will likely have to explain the U.S.' role in his
detention and the type of treatment he received.
Ifit is determined that Abu Ali was in fact tortured, and that the U.S. government knew
about it, the verdict could have profound implications not only for Abu Ali but also for the
way the government conducts the war on terror.

An Interview with Author and Alumnus, Roderick Townley
.t

Bard Graduate Does Something with his Life!
BY ROBIN KILMER
He looked Bardian, like a lit major I know who
wears knitted clothing and forever totes a can"as bag filled with his life-books, pens, pencils
and a blue notebook purchased for a dollar.
This Bardian, however, whom I met for lunch
on a mild January day in Kansas City, had
already graduated in the mid-1960's.
I recently sa t down to lunch
at Panera Bread in Mission, Kansas-a
suburb of Kansas City, Missouri-to
interview Roderick Townley, whose
recently published book, Sky, was
mentioned in the latest Bardian.
Upon being broke and having read in
the said publication that he was a
writer who had published something
and was living in Kansas City like me,
I thought that perhaps he would be in
a position to give me a job over the
intersession and wrote him an e-mail.
In the end I didn't get a job, but I did
get an interview.
In some pre-interview research, I discovered that Townley has also permeated the
world of children's literature with the publication of The Great Good Thing. The book is an
ingenious and innovative work whose characters arc a reader and a princess, Sylvie, who has
been stuck in a book for eighty years. The book
is currently being published in Chinese,
German and Japanese. The book is the first of
a trilogy-and the last book is due to be on
shelves this fall.
Sky is about fifteen year old Skylar,
who lives in New York City during the late
1950s and plays jazz piano in a band with his
friends. The Bardian states that the book is
directed towards middle school audiences, but
deals with mature issues. I was curious as to
how such a plot presented itself to the writer
' and was curious to discover if certain aspects of
Roderick Townley's life are manifest in the
story.
I wondered bow and why he lived in
Kansas City. Was it hard? I myself had done it
for twenty years and it became a drag after a
~hile. This was indeed the most bizarre thing
about Roderick Townley-that he would migrate
from a thriving metropolis to Kansas City and
be satisfied living there.
Perhaps it has something to do with
the fact that he was a forty-seven year old free-lance writer with no fixed salary and a small
child when he decided to head west. There is
also the fact that one can purchase a four-bedroom apartment with a yard, a picket fence and
maybe have enough money left over to buy an
SUV, all for the amount it costs to buy a closet
in New York City. Townley says that New York
City has everything of everything, but Kansas
City has at least one of everything, and that's
enough for him. He goes so far as to call it the
"best kept secret" for writers.
But it was his own childhood in New
York City that inspired much of Sky, his eighth
published book. His own experience as a

teenager playing the piano in a jazz band is
indeed an important part of Sky's story.
Townley recalls talking his way into adult establishments such as Birdland, founded by Charlie
Parker, and seeing Count Basie and his
Orchestra (from Kansas City) while sipping on
sodas.

Roderick told me that while at Bard,
the likes of Chevy Chase and Blythe Danner
were also in attendance, and for some reason he
speculates that they were dating! I couldn't
help but ask Townley the rather vague question
of "What where they like?" I was hoping to
rake some muck on Chevy. I wanted to hear
that he was perpetually drunk and
dropped acid during meals and that he
did cartwheels nude in the quad,
because this is what I imagine him to
have done. The only thing that
Townley remembers is that Blythe was
in the theater department and very talented, and that they "{ere both "cool"
according to Townley, who was and is a ,
self-proclaimed nerd who traipsed
through the woods. He doesn't recall
what he did for recreation, but he does
remember going to a dance. Many of
us will empathize with him in that the
dance was in the Old Gym, during its more
youthful years, but the details of the evening
elude him as much now as they did the day after
the dance.
Much has changed since then.
Blythewood was a girl's dorm, as was
Tewksbury. Back then, Tewksbury was called

As for writing blocks, he says that
they "are sometimes caused by a lack
of information. " Once he took a
ten-day trip to England specifically
to get a better physical idea of
Portabello Road in London
Townley did not always attend Bard.
He spent a year at the University of Chicago,
where he studied under Ralph Ellison, author
of Invisible Man. But his sophomore year
found him at Bard.
Indeed, he was at Bard in the 1960s,
as the civil rights movement was germinating.
Wondering if the campus was at all involved, I
asked if the Bard population was very political.
And he said no. To give him an idea of the
political activism of the current student population, I narrated the events that unfolded the day
Kerry conceded. I told him about the march
and the sit in at the intersection of 199 and 9G
to block traffic. He seemed surprised when I
used the word "traffic" and said that when he
attended Bard, traffic in Red Hook consisted of
nothing more than napping dogs in the middle
of the road.
I continued to try to glean from him
memories of his days at Bard. At this point I
must confess that a main objective of the interview was perhaps to be regaled with tales of the
mythical Old Bard-whatever that is. For whatever reason I expected to be audience to stories
of pagan ceremonies in die woods and hedonist
cults. But this is an image of Old Bard that as
of yet remains elusive. Instead Townley fondly
remembered his frequent visits to Adolf's pub,
whose patrons included students and teachers
alike, where the beer flowed equally, and the
sounds of the Beatles, as well as other hits from
the Sixties, wafted from the jukebox. Among
the faculty present was the poet Anthony
Hecht, professor of literature, graduate of Bard
in 1944 and winner of a Pulitzer Prize in 1968
for a collection of poetry, The Hard Hours.
Adolf's was located near campus, south on
Annandale Road, and more often than not was
call.ed Down the Road. It is with this affectionate name that the cafc in the Campus Center
was christened. Townley's affection for Adolf's
has not waned and he asked me if it was still
there, and l was loathe to inform him that it
was not.

"The New Dorm" and Robert Kelly inhabited
the second floor apartment to maintain peace
and order among the female ranks. Now the
dorm has lost all youthfulness-its lounge is a
testament to this, with cigarette-burn craters
embellishing the furniture and carpet and the
smells of tobacco, socks, armpits and popcorn
have mingled and fermented for decades-and
its new generation now calls it "The Red Light
District."
Townley's senior project featured the
works of James Agee, Pulitzer prize writer of A
Death in the Family. And after graduation and
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grad school, Townley received a Fulbright
Fellowship, and found himself in southern
Chile teaching English for a year in 1978.
Townley then found himself working for TV
Guide for many a year, where be says he worked
as a "utility player" filling various different roles
that took him to such far flung places as Paris,
Canada and London, where he covered a story
about a TV movie based on John Lennon and
Yoko Ono. This he did until he decided to quit
his steady job in New York City, become a freelance writer and raise a child in the next time
zone over. It is in Kamas C ity, now-, wbae
Townley has been at his most prolific as a
writer, publishing eight books, including a compilation of poetry called Night Errands: How to
Use Dreams, which he says is "about how poets
use their dreams." The book showcases works
by many recognizable names, including our
own Robert Kelly. Indeed, Townley has had
experience in many genres, including literary
criticism, but he says that working with poets is
like "herding cats."
•
Seeing as how Townley has been successful, I asked him if he could offer any advice
o.r words of wisdom to another generation of
aspiring Bard writers. Townley was modest as
first, saying "I still see myself as a beginner... at
the early stages of what I want to do," but he
proved to be very forthcoming.
All writers should carry around a
notebook. Townley told me "like Linus without
his blanket, I never go anywhere without my
notebook." And it's okay to be a sloppy writer.
He suggests that we "make a mess" with our
writing. As for writing blocks, he says that they
"are sometimes caused by a lack of information." Journalistic experience has helped him
overcome this hurdle, and once he took a tenday trip to England specifically to get a better
physical idea of Portabello Road in London for
his book in progress, The &d Thread. One
should always write from experience and
Townley advises that "you should build your
fantasies out of real bricks." And for those
seeking td get published: don't see rejection by
publishers as a failure on your part, but rather as
a missed opportunity for publishers, though you
should always listen to criticism. He also knows
from experience of being rejected by twelve
publishers for the publication of The Great Good
Thing that as much as they say they want something new, publishers always want a prototype,
but with a twist, "like Harry Potter on ice
skates." Always keep a notebook and write in it.
This probably sounds like the same rhetoric
that your L and T teachers told you, before you
embarked on your college career. Roderick
Townley is a success story, proving that there is
indeed life after Bard, and perhaps his story will
offer hope to people four years after L and T.
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Hunter S. Thompson Dies by his Own Hand

Remembering a crazy motherfucker
BY TOM MAITOS

Hunter S. Thompson recently joined the canon Hunter's words seem to describe himse1£ some
of self-assassinated writers, joining the likes of forty years later.
Hemingway, Harr Crane, Sylvia Plath, John
What about Hunter's work was so
Berryman, Louis Althusser, Hubert Aquin, moving? A great many of us merely nodded
Richard Brautigan, Gilles Deleuze, Charlotte when he passed, whispering "that makes sense."
Perkins Gilman, Primo Levi, Jack London, Others pointed to his excessive drug use as a
Yukio Mishima (by ritual seppuku), Anne sign of clinical depression. Some mumbled,
Sexton, John Kennedy Toole, Virginia Woolf "wasn't that the guy who did that movie with
and Gerard De Nerval, to name but a few.
Johnny Depp?" Some cried.
Thompson's literfil")' hero was Ernest
For those unsure of who Thompson
Hemingway. Thompson lived to age 67 but was, and what he wrote, I'll lay it out for you:
Hemingway cut his life off at age 62. Both were Despite his Columbia University handicap, he
superhuman figures (Thompson with his ram- was the originator of what we now refer to as
pant, public drug use, and Hemingway with his Gonzo Journalism (pretty much the cornerstone
bullfighter's misogyny and love for alcohol). The down at the Bard Observer), where the writer
art they left us is both timeless and puzzling; I uses his subjectivity and biases, as well as even
cannot imagine two manlier men. Hemingway, fictive accounts, to deliver the journalistic story.
it seems, was addicted to war (having served as Pretty much all of Hunter's work was of this
an ambulance driver in World War One, going vein, as he wrote for dozens of periodicals (it is
on to be a war correspondent for both the rumored that he was working on a column for
Spanish Civil War and World War Two), and ESPN.com when he shot himself), and his
Thompson loved guns (apparently his cremated sprawling narratives such as Fear and Loathing
in Las 1-tgas, Fear and Loathing on the Campaign
remains are to be shot out of a cannon). In fact,
a great many of the puzzlers over Thompson's Trail 72, Heirs Angels: the Strange and Terrible
recent suicide are hampered more by why he Saga of Outlaw Motorcycle Gangs. His newspaper
chose to use his .45 over every other gun in his articles are collected in books such as Generation
arsenal. In a National Ohstroer column Hunter of Swine, Songs of the Doomed, and Better than
wrote in 1965, collected in "The Great Shark sex. Recently I've had my head stuck in his novel
Hunt," he meditates on Hemingway's death: The Rum Diary, an autobiographical yet fiction"Perhaps he found what he came here for, but al account of his experiences on the island of
the odds are huge that he didn't. He was an old, Puerto Rico in the early sixties.
It is sickening to watch the media and
sick, and very troubled man, and the illusion of
peace and contentment was not enough for other so-called experts as they try to pigeonhole
him-not even when friends came up from Cuba Thompson into a reputation of drug-induced
and played bullfight with him on the Tram . So obscurity. While his drug use was apparent and
finally, and for what he must have thought the public, it was more of a symbol of his freedom
best of reasons, he ended it with a shotgun." than anything else for anyone who actually read

HEY, WHERE ARE YOU GOING .
TO BE ON SATURDAY NIGHT?
BORED,
EATING A WRAP AT

DTR?

STONED,
WATCHING YOUR iTUNES VISUALIZATION?

SAD,
DOING THAT TEN PAGE PAPER FOR MONDAY?

REALLY SAD,
WATCHING RE-RUNS OF FRIENDS IN THE COMMON ROOM?

him. Hidden deep within his writing is a secret
yearning, an immense seriousness, and a beautiful human being living out his life and insisting on his own spirit. The free world could not
handle him, our nation could not silence him,
and his work will continue to infect this big lie
we have going, just as his caricatures of our illegitimate public officials will live so much
longer than their collected life works.
The doubters will be forgotten . I'll
let Robert Louis Stevenson ride it out:
"And what, in God's name, is all this
pother about? For what cause do they embitter
their own and other people's lives? That a man
should publish three or thirty articles a year,
that he should finish or not finish his great
allegorical picture, are questions of little interest to the world. The ranks of life are full; and
although a thousand fall, there are always some
to go into the breach. When they told Joan of
Arc she should be at home minding women's
work, she answered there were plenty to spin
and wash. And so, even with your own rare
gifts!
When
nature is 'so careless of the single
life,' why should
we coddle ourselves into the
fancy that our
own is of exceptional
importance? Suppose
Shakespeare had
been knocked on
the head some
dark night in Sir
Thomas Lucy's
preserves,
the
world
would
have wagged on
better or worse,
the pitcher gone
to the well, the ·~
scythe to the
corn, and the u
student to his
book; and no one
been any the wiser of the loss. There are not
many works extant, if you look the alternative
all over, which are worth the price of a pound
of tobacco to a man of limited means. This is a
sobering reflection for the proudest of our
earthly vanities. Even a tobacconist may, upon
consideration, find no great cause for personal
vainglory in the phrase; for although tobacco is
an admirable sedative, the qualities necessary
for retailing it are neither rare nor precious in
themselves. Alas and alas! you may take it how
you will, but the services of no single individual are indispensable. Atlas was just a gentleman with a protracted nightmare! And yet you
see merchants who go and labour themselves
into a great fortune and thence into the bankruptcy court; scribblers who keep scribbling at
little articles un ti! their tern per is a cross to all
who come about them, as though Pharaoh

should set the Israelites to make a pin instead
of a pyramid: and fine young men who work
themselves into a decline, and are driven off in
a hearse with white plumes upon it. Would you
not suppose these persons had been whispered,
by the Master of the Ceremonies, the promise
of some momentous destiny? and that this
lukewarm bullet on which they play their farces
was the bulls-eye and centrepoint of all the
universe? And yet it is not so. The ends for
which they give away their priceless youth, for
all they know, may be chimerical or hurtful; the
glory and riches they expect may never come,
or may find them indifferent; and they and the
world they inhabit are so inconsiderable that
the mind freezes at the thought."
Perhaps when Hart Crane jumped
off a boat and drowned himself it was not his
"clinical depression" that drove him to do so
but rather "the ends for which he gave away his
priceless youth ... may never come, or may find
him indifferent." Perhaps when Earnest
Hemingway put a shotgun in his mouth and
pulled the trigger, splattering
his gen ius all
I over the room, it
was because his
interest in war
and catastrophe
caught up to
him-the sickness
of this violent,
~-lililillli:.• degenerate world
finally sent a
nervous chill up
old Papa's spine.
Perhaps when
Hunter
S.
Thompson put a
.45 caliber bullet
~-Wick

a man so free, so
completely res olute about his
own individual des.ire and expectation. For how
could we stand-as individuals, as a people and
as a nation-a man so free? H e threa ten.ed us
with our own security, with our own choices,
with our own sadness. If we are to speak of
Thompson any longer from this day forward it
should not be to explain him away but to sit
and marvel at a man who lived his life on his
terms the way he wanted it. And yet, Hunter,
you are too huge a figure to ever die.
Pour a sip on the concrete.
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Aesop Rock Fails Again Volubly
Here's my theory: Aesop Rock fans either don't like rap, black
people, or both. Before you rush to debunk my theory, ask yourself
the foll~wing. Do you lisren ro any other rap music? When was
the last time you donated to the United Negro College Fund? If
you struggle to answer either (you racist), the following dissection
of Aesop Rock will leave you befuddled and writhing in a pool of
your own bigoted saliva.
Aesop Rock, or Aes Rizzle if you're going to be that
asshole, dropped a new EP, entitled Fast Cars, Danger, Fire &
Knii•ts, sending every indie kid into gleeful fits. Other than providing El-p with Rogaine money, this EP does little good. But
that's just me. On this record, Aesop Rock plunges down the
chasm he created on his last LP, Bazooka Tooth. From the bottom,
he says a lot of inane shit rather than begin his climb back ro the
surface.
Getting out of all those clumsy metaphors (those are
Aesop's job~). I must first point ro an annoying trend that began
on Bazooka Tooth and only continued on chis jawn. Namely Aesop Rock's self-awareness. Before, he made records with some
discernible subject. Now, be has laden numerous lines with references ro himself or past records, burro no meaningful end, which
may not be abnormal in rap, and actually acceptable from another
me. From him, it just annoys.
You need never wait long for Aesop Rock to remind
you that you bought a record by Aesop Rock, something I would
neither have expected nor welcomed a few years ago. When 1
first heard the man, he had something special: a rusty elegance,
a bulging vocabulary, and a penchant for the occasional obscure
cultural reference. For Aesop Rock, the good has dwindled, the
bad has exploded, and he has become the longest hipster bumper
sticker in existence, devoid of any of the grace he exhibited on his
early releases.
\Vhat has Aesop Rock learned since his last album?
Name ·dropping is easier than making songs. With this divine
understanding, he has outgamed The Game as far as pop culture
references go, and he even manages to weave these allusions into
his now classic and often mocked metaphors. Let me just make
one up for you so I don't have to listen ro the album again:
"I plunge Pepperidge Farm pitchforks into Eddie

Winslow 'til he bleeds Similac contrition."
This encapsulates the lyrical gestalt of this EP better
than perhaps even Aesop Rock can because by the time he finishes a line, I'm halfway through tying my noose. It hnrJestly hurts
to listen to hlm now, even ewer tl.c far more palatable beats that
he uses for this EP. It sucks for an me when rhe most promising
thing about his record is the prospect of an instrumental release.
To be fair, Aesop Rock still has his fans, who may even

Thank The Gods, The Animals
BY CHARLEY LANNING

On Saturd.1y, Feb. 27, all four members of Brooklyn's Animal
Collective bc~an work on a new album. It will resonate like pure
awcsorm:ncss all throughout the lands. Transcending Sung Tongs
and all rhat preceded it, Animal Collccrive's current live show
foreshadows something like an indie orgasmic transfiguration
that will pleasure those willing and condemn to infinite fiery hell
those unwilling. 1hc hidden sounds of mad experimentation arc
being unleashed like a vicious beast onto the masses and soon the
people will unite at the roar. I have seen the preclusion to this
coming cataclysm, as did many, in each night's continuous set of
all new, non-album material.
1he band has harnessed all its harmonic and melodic
madness into a more pronounced, more coherent force that now
rages, maximalist as hell. Rest assured, all arc rocked out of their
senses, enough even for some ncckless fool to yell "faster" when
the psych- out wave isn't ar full power. Powerful and violently
happy, the new songs get remarkable energy returned from the
crowd, a good sign of the Collecrivc's growing appeal ro the
hungry souls. Starved spirits waiting to feast on the fruit of the
communal energy need wait no longer. The Animals believe in
making noise that is inviting, warm, and innately human. So

not be racists averse to black people. They probably all have their
own reasons for loving his work, as emblazoned on their A11Vl
profiles. They can go to his concerts, buy his music, and make him
the rapper they cite whenever they talk about the one rapper they
like. But that won't make them less deluded and it will nor return
their parataxis-loving idol to rhe place of admiration he once held
in my heart.
This article also appears on Trickology.com.

ome Out

what? So the music of rabid creatures is leaping through the
sub-underground.
All the intensity is maintained, and nothing has been
compromised, yet the sound of a truly unique and genuine outfit
is reaching more ears than anyone would have predicted. There
arc instances of emotional intensity within the new material
only hinted at until now. The rawness of guitarist Avey Tare and
drummer Panda Bear's vocals is as channeled and effective as the
duo's Spirit They're Go11e Spirit They've Vanished from 2000. The
structure, more resemblant of what's on Here Comes The I11dia11,
seems simplified to allow for the repetition of more resonant and
powerful chord progressions, which ride brilliantly on a fuzzy
storm of effects and organic samples.
Everything wahs and buzzes, magnifying every harmony to ultimate face-melting levels. The stop-start dynamic that
characterizes songs like Here Comes The Indian 's "Slippi" and "Too
Soon" is present in a number of the new pieces that see the band
leaping one minute to the next from relatively quiet movements
of wordless singing to animal rock stomping loudness. Songs
would often lift off themselves, extending or amplifying developed ideas and sending all us bystanders inside oblivion's happy
place: utter, primal hypnosis. If Can had lived in the woods rhey
might have sounded like this at some point. Noisy they are, these
collected animals. "Noise" might be

ilikemusic.com

breaking its burdcni.ng reputation as
a monster, and finding a way to tell
those afraid that everything is alright. Loudness doesn't always have
to be disconcerting; it can feel really
good to have melody grinding and
screeching its way to your pleasure
centers, and the Collective guarantee
such an c.xperience..
Panda Bear's hyperpropulsive drumming is responsible
for the feel of early 70s Can in these
pieces. His rhythms bring the Collectivc's sound undeniable bobability,
so the head gets crunk like it's that
50 Cent bomb, you know. Always
standing, Panda Bear mans a heavily effected vocal mic when he's nor
building a fury on a stripped-down
kit without a kick In front of hlm
ro the left is Deakcn, who mans
three different guitars and/or basses
• throughout the show, each adding
distinct textures to the mix. Deaken
produces many of the more defined,
less effected "riffs» during the shows.
There's one that everybody who saw
one of these shows probably remem-

8•

bcrs, as the faces all changed to pure wonder. "\ Vhen did they
start playing guitar?" This question would definitely make sense
if a blind man was.asking it, because if you didn't see the guitars
you wouldn't be mad to hear babies screaming. l\.laybe there were
_
babies screaming?
Ah, it is all a mystery where exactly the noise is coming
from, but Animal Collective certainly doesn't have a paw in at all.
At times it feels like they are building from a sound that's open to
development, yet they maintain the song, and a brilliant balance
is struck. Here it is, the band that functions naturally in both
composition and spontaneity to the poinr that each exercise reflects the other. The action they make will make action. This is all
just part of and indicative of the coming explosion of great white
magnificence. You can see it all start: the phenomenal simultaneous dropping of 50's new joint, the e.meme polarization of our
nation, and the popularity of a more ethnic image of the once
aryan Jesus. Something big is happening, it is clear. l\lany will
be destroyed, many will choose eternal bliss. When the Earth is
finally separating and rhe end is imminent, the righteous will be
high on Animal Collective.
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Rachel's Overcome Being Labelled As "Post-Classical"
BY SARAH MARTINO

Sometimes I'll be listening to a song, reading a book, or watching
a movie and I'll suddenly become a tittle saddened by the fact
that I will never produce anything thar beautiful, with the exception of maybe a child or two. That's often the feeling I get when
listening to Rachel's, rhe band that graced the MPR last Monday.
Rachel's has become a staple of my life at Bard; I was introduced
ro them early on in my freshman year and ever since they have
provided the perfect soundtrack for many a quiet, sad moment. I
was thrilled to hear they would be coming to Bard, and they did
not disappoint.
Before Rachel's performed rhere was a set by the 1nvert
String Qyartct. Qyite honestly I have never had a tremendous
amount of patience for classical music. I can listen to it and appreciate the skill, but like the un-culrured teenager that I am, 1
sometimes get a little bored. (This may stem from my childhood
associations with the genre-my father used to listen to classical
music while he cooked breakfast on Saturqay mornings, and his
arrival at the stereo with his Beethoven cassette meant I had to
turn off my cartoons. Thus, classical music became that of adulthood, ruining the bliss of my mornings with Garfield and Friends.
But char is neither here nor there). However, the Invert String
Qyarret, with their self-described "chamber-core," was quite enjoyable. One of their cellists, (they had two cellos, one violin, and
one viola, hence the name "Invert Qyartet"), was worth watching
all on his own, as he played his instrument with more energy
than many so-called "rock n roll" artists I have seen. The Invert
Qyartet played music that had a sense of urgency that is hard not
tO get excited by, no matter what kind of music you like. Because
l know nothing about classical music, l can't really judge it properly on a technical level, but it sounded great to me.
Rachel's has been called "classical post-rock" and "postclassical,"-(if you can tell me what that is supposed to mean, I'll
give you a prize) but like all great musicians, Rachel's transcends
useless categories as soon as you see them and hear them play.
They came to Bard with a violin, an electric and an acoustic
guitar, a drum-set, a cello, a keyboard, a laptop, and this really
intense-looking xylophone. They also brought with them a projector so that while the band played the audience could stare at

a screen and watch ambient .pictures of people, buildings, lights,
machinery, cities, etc. Personally, I've never understood the use
of projectors during concerts. Maybe I'm just not good at multitasking but I can't concentrate on the music ifl'm trying to figure
out why on earth the artist has ch~en to connect a particular
song with a silly, melodramatic image of three birds flying in the
rain, or some such nonsense.
What's important is really the music. Rachel's played
nine songs, most of which came from their newest album, 2003's
magnificent Systems/Layers. One of the highlights came very early on in the set with their second song, "Water From the Same
Source," one of the standout tracks off the album. This song is
probably one of my all time fuvorites, and as soon as the opening
notes played I almost started to cry (which might not be saying
much since I cry at everything), but my personal embarrassment
aside, it was a beautiful six minutes.
The climax of their performance, however, came with
"Lloyd's Register," a nine-minute epic off l 996's The Sea and Bells,
which they dedicated to everyone who had suffered in some way
from "abuses of power" of the government. During this song I
found myself thinking about the song as the score of a movie,
a war movie, but not the kind of war movie made by someone
like Steven Spielberg that reeks of self-importance and has music
that is constantly coming to a crescendo. I spent all nine minutes creating an elaborate plot about a soldier who leaves his

Tori Amos's New Record s Fuckin1!
'--"

lover to go to war. The first half of the song sets the scene for
his departure, a subtly romantic goodbye, and then the suspense
builds, leading up to battle. The second half finds our hero walking through bodies, surveying the damage. Then the song ends
and I am ripped from the world of corny films, left to wonder if
anyone else was as touched and as ridiculous as I was (and am).
My only complaint about the show is that I would
have loved for it to have been longer, and that it lagged a bir on
one or rwo of their less performance based-tracks (the "ambient"
ones with more pre-recorded voices than instruments). Also, it
might have been nice to see a little bit more head-bobbing or
toe-tapping, or some form of movement coming from us jaded
Bard srudents, who seem to have been socialized into thinking
that anything remotely "classical" demands motion-less concentration. People looked like they were watching The Stare of The
Union Address at times. That aside, the show was an incredible
way to spend a Monday night, and much thanks to Jen Holup
and WXBC for organizing the whole thing. If you couldn't make
it to the show, and have never heard Rachel!s, 1 suggest you climb
into bed, put on Systems/Layers, and come up with your own preposterous scenarios. They can even involve ambient images of
people, lights, machinery, and buildings. Whatever works.
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BY0MERSHAH

An Open utter from Tori Amos to Omer Shah conceming their relationship:
Dear Omer,
You htl'!Je been afa11 of 111i11e far almost a decade now. For
a good five years you were pretty much obsessed with me. Remember
that time you waited eight hours to meet me? Yeah, that was weird.
A11yways, with the release of The Beekeeper I have officially decided
to be boring and 1mi11tererti11g. I give you complete permission to stop
cari11g about me.
I love you,
Tori Amos.
After reading the open letter from Ms. Amos to yours
truly, one can guess that this isn't going to be the kindest of reviews. I do however feel as though I am in a position to call per
shitty. I have been an avid fan (obsessed) for quite sometime,
and it's time for me to come out and say it: Tori's new record is
fucking lame. I have been for years a proponent of the idea that
we {obsessed Tori fans) can't expect another Little Earthquake or
Boys for Pele, because the woman just isn't that repressed/pissed
off/whatever. l really enjoyed her last release, Scarlets Walk, Amos'
post 9/11 romp through America, an album that actually says
something and in which Tori accomplishes her actual goal. However, The Beekeeper is dull and soulless. It's an 80 minute wreck of
which about 1$ minutes contain good music, and that's me being
generous. Ms. Amos can't even sway me with aesthetics because
the album artwork is gross as well.
The Beekeeper doesn't start out so heinous. The first two
songs are actually good. Pretty standard sruff, could easily have
been assimilated to Scarlet's WOik material. However, the record
stops when she hits her listener with "The Power of Orange
Knickers," a duet with Damian Rice. Sounds like a good idea,
right? In actuality it's the most offensive song Tori has released
since her Y Kant Tori Read days. From here the album goes off
the deep end. She hits us with her VHl powerhouse, AKA her
formulaic single "Sleeps With Butterflies." It's got a nice melody.
I like it. Ms. Amos still has a really amazing voice. Or at least,
it's something that I will always make a little room in my heart
for. Vocals aside, if we are talking formulaic Tori Amos singles,
it definitely pales in comparison to 2002's "A Sorta Fairytale."
Another really despicable moment comes when Amos tries to
beatbox on "Cars & Guitars. "Tori crosses the line from eccentric
songstress to embarrassing songstress.
The title track appears to be the most interesting,
thought provoking song on the album; it's electronically based
and reminiscent of some of her terribly underrated work on 1998's
From The Choirgir/ Hotel. The song is a lot more organic than her

Choirgirl material. It might, dare I say, be a little Bjorkesque. This
only makes me want to listen to Bjork.Amos fi11allywraps things
up with "Toast," which is simple and pretty and an almost nice
way to conclude this absolute tragedy of an album.
I don't mean to be so harsh on Tori. It's just over between me and her. And in retrospect, it's not necessarily fair for
me to write this review. I'm just bitter because I want to love
her, but I'm glad for the time we had. She proved a wonderful
soundtrack to my adolescent years as I stumbled around and pretended I was straight. Although The Beekeeper does have a little
going on, it's too inuch honey and not enough sting. I'd like to
believe it's going to disappoint current fans and rum off future
fans. But if you're looking for a good place to start, try anything
the woman released 1992 through 1998. Also, if you're a jaded
ex-Tori fan like myself and are looking for a strange female singer songwriter to take her place, I suggest you check out Joanna
Newsom.
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Frances, Far From Mute, Conquers All
BY H ENRY CASEY

lf you stop Franus The i'vtutt before it's done, you're weak, scared,
and sooner rather than later, you're gonna be a victim of D arwin's
theory of evolution.
Ir's as simple as this: the 73 minute long LP that The
l\lars Volta just released will confuse you during the first listening.
If you claim otherwise and your name isn't Omar A RodriguezLopez or Cedric Bixler Zavala, you can kiss my ass. You didn't
know that Verbal Kint was really Keyzer Soze, you didn't predict
that Bruce Willis was dead in The Sixth Seme, and for the love of
Christ, stop acting like you understand the philosophical bullshit
from the second and third J\,/atrix mo,<ies. Some things are not
meant to be easy or even understandable, and this album, which
fe.ttures gems like "L' Via L' Viaquez," a lyrical mix of English
and Spanish, and "Cassandra Gemini," a half hour song broken
into 8 tracks (which arc labeled as 5 sections). But readers, please
do not get discouraged, please keep listening and listening until
the album's five-part climax, "Cassandra Gemini," finishes. By
this point you have proven yourself an open minded individual,
impervious to the shrill whine of the lndie-Media-Playcr- Hatcrs (Pitchfork Media for one) who have been nay saying all over

TMV's productions since they formed on their first release Deloused i111he Comalorium.
While the lyrical deathtrap in the background of Deloused was an exploration into what has been called a fantastic
science fiction project, Frances struggles with a sadder and more
truthful talc. That tale is based on, aceordi ng to the band's official
website, a diary found in a car by late band member Jeremy \Vard.
The diary rold a srory about searching for one's own parents, and
due to sheer coincidence, Ward's reaction was resoundingly empathetic. He believed the srory mirrored his own experiences
in life. In debates over this album, I've heard a theory that even
the lyrics were directly drawn from this found diary, and while
it sounds interesting, I don't buy it. In all honesty, even though
this was all on the band's website, I don't think this pile of press
would float if I threw it off the P Funk bridge to Kingston into
the depths of the Hudson.
Now that I've said my nvo cents on the backsrory rumors, 1 have to say that it doesn't matter if the backstory is real,
or if Omar and Cedric coughed it up during one of their record
breaking hemp huffing marathons. Thar's because the album is
the strongest fist in the air I've seen in a while. Something to
scream along ro in the final moments of four in the morning
when nothing has gone right-but the volume is on high and you

sing until it hurrs. The centerpiece and the bragging rights maker
of the album is "L' Via L' Viaquez." When the calming white
noise at the beginging of the track has gotten you ready for the
mood shift, a guitar solo kicks the door in and brings you back to
the - well, I don't think there was anything from our childhoods
that was this electric. Electric is almost the word,;it's as if Omar
figured out how to rig the guitar to be more furious than it had
ever been before. The joke was to turn the speakers up to 11, and
now the guitar has been switched onto 11,000, and we love them
for it.
Prog rock has been called unclassifiable. Ssupposedly
nobody understands it. I think this is because although it is experimental, many arrists are scared to explore the gray areas of
experimental or go into the past. The Mars Volta do not suffer
that fate on Frances though, as the songs constantly shift between
a goulash of styles. From a rebel-cry-punk scene to a soundscape
built on guitars solos, to Latin salsa and then to jazzy blues, then
back to the screams of a paranoid Cedric. There is no formula
to this album; they just put obsessively talented people in a room
with the record button on.
Another point I want to make is this: don't C:..'\."'Pect that
the version of this album you downloaded through Bard's digital
music speakeasy (currently l\llA, good luck valiant hubmaster) is
the same thing as the final product you can find at the Best Buy
in Kingston. The bootlegs that were released onto the internet
and found their way to me were of extremely poor quality. The
version that hit the local nenvork was a shitty rendering of the
true album, thanks to reencoding the album O\'er and O\'Cr again.
Their recording company, Gold Standard Labs, issued a statement saying:
"The collective CSL staff and certain members of lht band
think what you are doing isfucked. You should honor the band's wishes
and take the songs down. Leaks suck, and are a11 1111/ortunau e;;il C?,
the Internet. It sucks even more when it's such a bad copy .is what u
be111gpassed around right now. As much as the hype that'.! swept oi·e
the internet for this release is amazing, 110 one wished anyone to hea
such an amazing album in such piss-poor quality this side ofthe 70s. •
My first impression of the album, which came from the
download, was really not that awe inspiring, so I suggest that if
you're gonna find this album, make sure it's a direct rip from the
CD itself. Or maybe you could just buy it. But listen to it, for
the love of God, listen to it.

The cover and back cover of the liner notes to Frances The M ute have a Highlights For
Children-esque nature. Can you tell what's different between the two?

Aviator Flys Via Ways of the Past
during a celebration given in his honor,
he claims that air travel is "the way of the
future" and finds himself unable to stop
repeating this phrase. Removing himself
to the restroom Howard looks in the mirror still saying these words, and we realize that despite all of his gifts, for Howard
"the way of the future" will be just this:
isolating himself in an attempt ro hide his
disorder from the world.
A three hour epic character study
would never have worked without a strong
lead. Anyone who claimed that Leonardo
DiCaprio is just a pretty face, or that he
gave his best performance in What's Eating Gilbert Grape, will have to revise their
opinions. D iCaprio outdoes himself as
H oward, giving a strong, subtle, sensitive
performance. H e carries the film.
Cate Blanchett is one of my favorite actresses. She has Katherine Hepurn's
movements and accent down perfectly.
She creates "Kate," who is a convincing
character. It is when we are reminded
that "Kate" is Katherine Hepurn that we
run into trouble. Other than the lack of
a physical resemblance, something about
Care Blanchett is just not Katherine Hepurn.
Other stars of the past make appearances in Howard's life. \Ve see Ava
Gardner (Kate Beckinsale), Jean H arlow
(Gwen Stefani), and Errol Flynn (Jude
Law}. Their appearances and performances have varying degrees of success. But no
one figures into H oward's life as much as
Katherine Hepurn, and therefore no one is
more miscast than Cate Blanchett.
Scorsese, long overdue for an Oscar, certainly deserved one for this film.
He was robbed. The most impressive scene
by far is the sequence in which Hughes
crashes his plane. H owever the entire film
is visually arresting, often mimicking celluloid and old newsreels, which gives the
film an appropriate flavor.

BY FRAN LANIADO

Being one of the few people who liked Gangs of Ntw York, 1 was
anxious to "cc rhc second collaboration between Martin Scorsese
and Leonardo DiCaprio, The A•vitJtor. I knew nothing about either of the film's subjects (a\•iation and Howard Hughes) nor did
1 care <tbout either. The name I loward I lughes has always conjured up images of a rich guy with really long fingernails living
,1lone somewhere. After seein~ this film, which portrays Hughes
in his most active years, from the ages of approximately twenty to
forty, that image has become infinitely more complex.
lhc film opens with a prologue in which a young
I loward (about eleven ur rwdvc) is being hand bathed by his
mother and taught to spell the word "quarantinc."This seems an
inauspicious start to life but when we ne.xr sec H oward, he is a
young man who has just inherited a fortune and is directing the
biggest film in history: Hell's Angels. We soon learn H oward's
obscssmn with making the perfect film extends cowards all areas
of his life. I loward wants to make the biggest movies, build the
astest pl.incs and sleep with the most beautiful women. He docs
all dircc.
I I1s most significant relationship is with Katherine
1lcpurn (Cate Blanchett). When Howard and Kate first make
ln\,c we see I loward's hand lovingly carc::ss her bare back. This
transitions into the next scene in which he runs his hand over the
exterior of a new plane in the same affectionate manner. Planes
.111d women arc essentially the same to Howard: trophies. Yet for
all lus womanizing, Kate is the woman who Howard truly loves
and when she leaves him (for Spencer Tracy) he starts to deteriorate.
The symptoms of Obsessive Compulsive Disorder that
he'd pre,·iously exhibited (a tendency to wash his hands, repeat
words, allow only a certain number of peas on his plate and not
cat off of a plate that someone has touched) become more debilitating. Nonetheless Howard manages to buy T\VA (at the time
Trans \Vcstern Airlines) and turn it into Trans 'Norld Airlines,
angering the owner of Pan Am (Alec Baldwin), who doesn't \Vant
the competition. The Pan Am owner has a Senator (Alan Alda)
in his pocket, who is trying to pass a bill that will ensure that Pan
1
\m is the only airline ro fly internationally.
After he is severely injured in a crash while testing
one of his planes, Howard is overtaken by stress. H e begins to
mentally and physically disintegrate: locking himself naked in his
screening room, refusing tO shave or cur his hair or nails, urinating into milk bottles and repe:iting"QU-A-R-A-N-T-1-N-E."
In the film's final scene Howard has defeated Pan Am's attempt
·at a monopoly and successfully flown his new plane, the Hercules
(a.k.a the Spruce Goose). 1r should be his proudest moment. Yet,
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Colin M eloy Is A Really G ood Kisser
BY 01\IER SHAH
Seeing Colin l\leloy this Febru.iry marked my eighth time seeing
him m about a year. I ha,·e seen him six times with his band, The
Dcccmbcrists, and once, a month prior, performing solo. Given
this information, one can surmise the following: a) I am an absurd
human being, and b) I really really really like The Decemberists.
The show in Northampton was a bit of a fluke. He
played it as a bit for a warm-up show to the following night's
show in Boston, which was rescheduled in January due to some
blizzard happening. So Colin's solo shows have been going a bit
like this: Colin put out a l\Iorrissey tribute album called Colm
"1elov Sings Alorri.uey consisting of some rare Morrissey delights
and the obviou> "Everyday is Like Sunday." So he went on a brief
tour thls January showcasing these songs without the rest of the
Decemberists. He has also been giving audiences a taste of the
new album Picaresque, whlch drops March 22, although I do believe a lot of you already ha"e it. Colin has been playing these new
songs and scolding audience members for singing along to these
new songs, which we technically are not supposed to know.
In my experience with seeing Colin and The Decemberists, they manage to never disappoint. This is true ofl\leloy's
solo performance at the Iron Horse. My cohorts and I arrived
half an hour before show time to an already half-full venue. Colin
took the stage at ten. To my joy, there was no opening acr. Colin
was in a flannel number, baring more chest hair than I am used to
seeing. Which is fine, because let's face it, perhaps another reason
why I've seen the Decemberists so many times is because Colin is
a dreamboat. Dreamboats aside, Colin opened with three songs
off the Fivr Songs EP, whlch was my first introduction to the
group, so these songs were particularly exciting to hear. Colin
Meloy solo shows are a bit like VHJ Storytellers, which is nice.
Colin contextualized "Apology Song" for us. "Apology Song" is
the sixth track on the Five Songs EP, which was initially sung
into a friend's answering machl ne after he lost his friend's much
loved and ill-fated bicycle, M adeline. Colin is really wirty and
clever and has the Iron Horse laughing and eating ou t of his sexy
hands. Next up was "My Mother Was a Chinese Trapeze Artist,"
which Colin briefly introduced as an autobiographlcal number. A
lot of people were giggling through this song and others, which
I found irritating. I mean the Decemberists songs are clever but
most of the time aren't deservering of a laugh out loud chuckle.
Colin shared with the audience his reasoning behind
the Morrissey tribute C D a:id also recognized the absolute selfindulgence such a release entails. Colin performed only one
l\1orrissey song, "Sister, I'm a Poet." Meloy sang the shit out of

this song, almost
shaming the original. I was hoping
to hear "Jack the
Ripper," but, alas,
no dice on that
one. After the
;\lorrisey number,
Colin played a
new song, "Bandit Queen,"which
didn't make the
record and is actually a really funny
song, but I guess
it becomes not so
funny for me because it makes me
think of Phoolan
Devi, and Phoolan
De\'i is not funny.
Meloy
ripped
through Decemberists favori res
such as "Leslie
Anne
L evine,"
"Odalisque," and "Bachelor & The Bride." Before playing the
satirical "Los A ngeles, I'm Yours" Colin explained his reasoning
for returning to No H o, saying that he had an amazing time when
the band played last September. The band was on the eve of their
first Eu ropean tour and also facing the task of firing their sound
manager that evening. This for some reason or other equaled one
of the best shows I have seen them perform. Colin mentioned
that it was one of their favorite shows they ever played. H e then
launched into "Los A ngles, I'm You rs" by sayi ng "North ampton
YAY! Los A ngles Boo!"
Unfo rtunately, Colin only played one new so ng, "Engine D river," which is one of my favorites off the new release
with some of the most heartbreaking Decemberists lyrics to date:
"1 am a writer/ A writer of fictions/ I am the heart that you call
home I And I've wrinen pages upon pages I Trying to rid you
from my bones." Colin closed his set with the epic "California
One/Youth & Beauty Brigade," which showcases his power on
the guitar. Colin stepped off stage for a moment and returned to
play "Here, I D ream t I Was an Architect" and a crowd favor ite,
"Red Right Ankle." I had a really cheesy moment during "Re

Right Ankle." I realized most clearly through thls song that I
was surrounded by concert couples and they all got really concert
couple-y during this number. One person even turned around to
their significant other and looked them in the eyes and sang the
lyrics to him. It was really awkward. I then realized I too was being all concert couple-y because I was discreetly holding my cell
phone out with my significant other on the line. In closing, Colin
sang us a Cheap Trick song, "Southern Girls," which was really
fun( ny). H e had the room singing along and giggling wildy. He
really is a delight with or \vithout his band members.

Will Smith C an' Save the World From H itch
can get any girl he wants (hls fashion in this movie is a

so ny.com perfect mix between "I'm so gay" and "l have an 11 inch

BY EMILY SAUTE R

penis") and could probably sleep \vith any girl he want>
(as much as we don't w;i.nt to admit it, the \ Villeruum
is pretty hot) but he wants the girl. And wouldn't you
know; she turns into one of those robots from I. Robot
cuz "SHE DID NOT MURDER HIM!"
I recommend this movie because it is hopelessly mainstream and you Bardians really need to stop
seeing movies like The Sea Inside and Vera. D rake and
start being Americans. Deep down inside, you know you
want co see Hitch. You want to see the big budget production and cameos and get the fashion references and
jokes just like every other American. You want to oooh
and aahh at the corporate tie ins and marvel at the clean
crisp society that the silver screen portrays. Stop seeing
movies in Spanish about people who want to commit
suicide. Stop seeing movies about British women who
give abortions to girls who need help. You deserve to
live in a fa ntasy world. A nd plus, perhaps Will Smith's
advice in H ifth might convince some of you Bard kids to
get a hair cut and throw away those acid wash jeans.

I Jere it comes, another Will Smith movie! Always exciting and
gripping, and full of spills, thrills, and kills! I know Hitch is
quality because of one thing: I've seen all the other Will Smith
movies. Will Smith is a brilliant thespian. He helped save the
world from aliens three times!!! He did it in J11depe11dtnce Day,
he did it in Alen in Black AND Me11 in Black 2. He saved the
world from robots too, in I, Robot. \Vith Smith saving the world
so many times, we should rum l10nor with the fucking Nobel or
~omething. lt was a shame we couldn't save ourselves from Big
Willie Style though.
Now, Will Smith is saving the world again. Yeah, it's
true. He's saving us from stupid guys who don't know how to
please the ladies. Shit, they're everywhere! They're even here
at Bard (have you seen Bard guys dance? it's like they're riding
a mechanical bull). In Hitch, Will Smith plays a guy that's supposed to know EVERYTHING about smooth-talking the ladies. He teaches the delightfully pudgy King of °-.!Jeens how
to snag hlmself a woman (except dude, he already has the hottie
Leah Remini and they're very happy with Jerry Stiller in °-.!Jeens,
thank you!). Except this time, while Will Smith is busy saving the world from the pathetic bumbles of men everyw·here, he
falls in love with a \VOman he can't have! Shit 'Nill Smith, what
a plot rwist ...very ironic .. .! didn't see it coming! Will Smith is
now clueless as to what he should do to snag his new chick. He
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Dump This Date
..I..

love with Amy. He wants to stop the wedding. Amy's fiancc,

BY FRAN LANIADO

The Weddlllg Date is the kind of movie that underestimates the
collective intelligence of the entire world. Even if the viewer has
never seen a romantic comedy before, this movie would stilJ be
one long string of cliches.
The premise: Kat (Debra !\lessing) needs a date tO her sister's
wedding in England. She hires a male escort (Dermont Mulrony)
to pose as her boyfriend so as to impress her eccentric family and
make her ex (the best man) jealous. Nick is a male prostitute who
generally speaks like a halJmark card, spouts words of profound
wisdom, and has a degree in comparative literature from Brown.
We never learn exactly why he sells himself but he seems to like
his job.
Kat's sister, Amy (Amy Adams}, lives in England along with
Kat's entire family. Kat is the only one who lives in New York.
We never learn why a family of Americans is living in England,
or why Kat is in New York. She certainly didn't move for a job
opportunity (she works in customer service for an airline}.
As preparations for the wedding get underway, Kat finds herself falling for Nick. Big surprise. Meanwhile we learn that Jeff
(the best man and Kat's ex) used to sleep with Amy on a regular
basis when he was with Kat and has now decided that he is in

Ed, is completely clueless. Oh what a tangled web we weave.
A silly premise and complete lack of logic could be
orgivcn if this movie were actually romantic or funny. It is
neither, which is a serious Aaw in a romantic comedy. \V hile
Nick is the stereotypical Perfect Man (aside from the fact
that he sleeps with strangers for a living}, what he sees in
Kat is a complete mystery. She is generally shrill, phoney, and
dense. In fact, the only female character dumber than Kat is
Amy, who has two guys in love with her. J\lost of the jokes revolve around Kat's obsessiveness (which gets old pretty fast),
and her squeamishness {also not enough to make you laugh
all the way through).
Everything turns out well in the end (another big surprise),
but so what? We never really get to care about any of these
characters. lf the movie ended with all the characters being
killed by Nick who turns our to be a evil alien in disguise, we
wouldn't care. In fact that might make a better movie.
As a genre romantic comedies arc generally light. Some
are light enough to float. This is not one of them. It is not the
worst movie in the world (I'm sure if I tried I could find a
worse one), but 1 can think of much better ways tO spend 90
minutes of you life.

Nobody Watches These Things For The Awards
her Guy Laroche gown could have been mistaken for a nun's
habit, covering her tightly up to her neck. She wore little {though
tastefully subtle) jewelry, and her hair was pulled back in a right
bun. As she is officially welcomed into Hollywood royalty, in that
dress she has accepted with a vow of chastity. For an audience
that desperately needed a shot of whiskey in the form of Chris
Rock, the Academy reminded it that it was only receiving sacred
wine in the middle of Mass (ironically, Mi//io11 Dollar Baby involves Catholicism).
No comment on Laura Linney's J. Mendel design, except to say that it was a very poor way to represent daring stage
actresses who appear in edgy independent films.
Still, for all its bad, every red carpet has its best

BY EMMA D ECORSEY
When Chris Rock made his entrance as host of this year's Academy Awards ceremony last Sunday he was greeted with a raucus
standing ovation. His very presence was so needed by the industry and its honorees it was as if he was their first fuck in twenty
years. Though it turned out to be a safe rendition of his usual
routine, Rock's monologue and subsequent between-awards banter shook up the usually drab format of the ceremony, as well as
the way we saw the industry that night. It was urgent, timely, and
full of humble humor.
1l1c same cannot be said for the evening's fashion. Unorrunatcly the Oscars arc not exactly the place where the way
we look at adorning textiles gets turned upside down (l\lilan and
P,iris arc for lovers, the Kodak Theater is for holding hand s). But
it's always fantastic to see someone wear something t0tally irreverent and outlandish, like Bjork's now infamous swan dress. It's
just more fun.
The most disturbing trend on the red carpet was the
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more, with this dress) Emmy Rossum's red Ralph Lauren bustline was far too extreme and the fit was quite poor.1l1e hemline
on Scarlett Johansson's Roland Mouret was too square and stiff.
Then there was Hilary Swank, who seemed to herald the depths
of dark conservatism the Academy was going to find itself in
when it gave Million Dollar Baby the Best Picture award a few
hours later. Her mermaid tail flowed more nicely
thanks to the fabric, granted, but from the front
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awful "mcrm.iid tail" gown - those tight, strapless, form-fitting
dresses rh.n flare out below the knee. The many women who wore
them looked like they were turning into different colored versions of the Oscar statuette itself, so obviously Oscar wasn't the
only prize that night. \Ve .ire not actresses or even artists, they
seemed to be telling us, but shiny curvy figures ro be picked up
and put in a movie. Come to think of it, didn't the Barbie dolls
you girls used to have wear dresses that looked just like these? 1l1e
onh· exception to this wJs Supporting Actress nommee Virginia
l\bdscn (Sid<''U.'•~1•s), who wore a daring electric blue silk Atelier Versace gown with a black chiffon overlay. 'TI1ough strapless
anJ flared, the dress reflected the energy that has suddenly filled
l\ ladsen's c.ueer since S1.f,·w1~1'>. She seemed robust, ready, Jnd
cJger.•md the dress brought out J vibrant chari~ma. Shame
•1bout till: hair and m.1keup, though, which looked much nicer in
the film.
Examples of the more hideous mermJid dresses arc
quite numerous, ;1ll of which could be fine candidates for a ~worst
dressed" award if I had one. Breakout star (or perhaps not .my-
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dressed, and there were some very beautiful and intelligent choices that brightened the stars. l\laggie Gyllenhaal wore a stunning
Prada dress that spoke for chic taste and sharp acting in future
alternative films {as well as plays, hopefully). London stage actress and Supporting Actress nominee Sophie Okonedo (H otel
Rwanda) wore an airy white Rochas gown that flowed perfectly
and gracefully adorned her natural beauty. Kare \ Vinslet wore a
very elegant periwinkle Bagdley l\lischka gown. \Ninslet seems
never to make a bad move on the red carper; someday one of her
always fantastic choices may grace the winner's podium. As for
Natalie Portman, her hair and makeup had problems, and her
acting isn't very good, but her Lanvin dress was great (even if it
didn't fit perfectly).
Finally, Cate Blanchett's light yellow Valenrino couture
gown was the closest thing to perfection the red carpet saw. It
was as shiny, poised, and eleganr as a Hollywood star, but featured many unique couture details that showed intelligent and
exquisite curiosity, just as Blanchett does in her film roles. Even
better, her Best Supporting Actress Oscar for 1he Aviaton,-as the
most deserved win in recent memory.
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Paul LaFarge, Winner With Distinction At Bard
INTERVIEW AND SIDEBARS BY LEN GUTKIN

•

Paul LaFarge's second novel, Haussmann, or the Distinction, won
2004's Bard Fiction Prize, landing its author S30,000 and a
writer-in-residence position at Bard for the semester. Now in its
fourth year, the award has previously gone to Monique Truong
(2003) for The Book ofSalt, Emily Barton (2002) for The Testament
of Yves Gudron, and Nathan Englander (2001) for For 'The Relief
of Unbearable Urges. Writers 39 years old or younger are eligible
for the award.
Set in 19th century France, Haussmann follows the
rise and fall of one Baron Haussmann, the man behind Paris's
metamorphosis from a stinking medieval city, full of raw sewage
and narrow, winding streets, into the famous metropolis we know
today. LaFarge's vision of the past is elegant, stylish, and suffused
with a sense of sorrow and mourning that suits the theme. The
Paris of the past comes alive not through some overly-fussy historical realism, but through an act of semi-mystical conjuration.
In the words of the Bard Fiction Prize's judges, Haussma1111 takes
place "in that shimmering zone between history and its shadow:
the dreams a city makes us dream and fancy we remember." I had
the chance to talk with LaFarge about Haussmann, as well as
about writing in general. He is gracious, self-assured, and always
fascinating.

widened Paris's streets into grand boulevards was to prevent them
from being barricaded]. So when a lot of people think about
Haussmann they think military... boulevards ... Benjamin. There's
a lot of nostalgia in Benjamin's work, and Haussmann has a lot of
nostalgia. At a more absrract level, Benjamin is divided between
two opposites, the material and the mystical, and Haussmann is
in a similar way divided between the past and the present.
LG: One of the things I really enjoyed about this novel was how
un-self-conscious its research seemed-I didn't feel that theie
was anything artificial about the integration of the factual anj
historical material. But when I finished, I realized, "My God, this
man must have done a ton of research! How'd he fictionalize t
so seamlessly?" Perhaps you could say a word about your research
methods.
PL: I didn't do a lot of research for Haussmam1 before I began
the novel. I knew a lot about Paris from studying there. I knew
a lot of 19th century Literature which gave me a feel for the language of the time. I started the book knowing almost nothing
about Haussmann and as I wrote I read biographies of him and
books about Paris in his time as Prefect. And some of what I
read became part of the story of Haussmann but it wasn't until
I was finished with the manuscript that I went back and looked
everything up to see whether what I had invented was historically accurate or not. And sometimes I changed it when it wasn't.
Sometimes I left it the way it was.

Len Gut.kin: When did you decide to be a
writer?
Paul LaFarge: It's not a decision I made all
at once. I started writing when I was in college. I went to graduate school in comparative
Literature. After I dropped out [after one year]
I decided to become a writer.
LG: So you were originally planning on becoming an academic?
PL: Yep. I was planning on becoming a professor.
LG: Did that seem too bor:ng?

·

Facts About Haussman

Readers who are taken in by Paul LaFarge's gorgeous piece of historical fiction will undoubtedly feel some curiosity as to what the real Baron
Haussmann was like. Born in 1809, Georges Eu.gene Haussmann was a French civil servant who
rose gradually through the ranks of officialdom
to become the chief city planner under Napoleon
III. He is responsible for the partial demolicion
of the tangled old Paris and for its replacement
by grand boulevards, outdoor restrooms, an underground sewage system, and such landmarks as
the Place de l'Opera and the Place de la Nation.
H e imposed a logical grid of avenues on what,
until then, had been a near-unnavigable mess.
Along the way, he had affairs, tried to pass off at
least one mistress as his daughter, and, perhaps,
whored his real daughter to the emperor. He also
spent far too much of the city's money. Eventually, the state got fed up with Haussmann's reckless
spending, and he was fired under the government
of Emile Ollivier. Nevertheless, his immortality
is assured not only in the Boulevard Haussmann,
but in the city he revitalized. He died in 1892.
If you'd like to learn more about Haussmann, check out Transforming Paris: The Life and
Labors of Baron Haussmann by David P. Jordan;
Haussmann: His Life and Times, and the Making
ofModern Paris by Patrick Camiller; and Haussmann: Paris Transformed by Howard Saalman.
Alternately, you could check out Haussmann's
own three-volume Memoires.

PL: No. Qyite the opposite. I was choosing
between two interesting things but writing fiction was ... it's hard to think of a good word for
it .... it was clear to me that this was what my
Life should be.
LG: Tell us a little about the trajectory of your
career.
PL: When I left graduate school I was working on a book that I didn't finish and after
about five years I gave up on it in frustration
a~d wrote another book which I finished very
quickly, 1heArtist ofthe Missing. Well, I wrote it
quickly and then I revised it slowly, and found
an agent who sent it to, like, 37 publishers before she found one who would take it. Artist
of the Missing came out in 1999, and it took
me another year to finish Haussma1111, whkh
came out in September of2001. l'd been Living
in San Francisco, then I moved back to New
York in the end of 2001. Since then I've been
Living in and around New York and working
on a new book.
LG: The framing of the book is interesting. In a "Translator's
Preface," you claim that you, Paul Lafarge, are presenting your
translation of a French novel written in the early 20th century by
Paul Poissel. So here you are, in the twenty-first century, writing
a novel about the 19th century and supposedly written at the
beginning of the twentieth. This is complicated! What did you
use as models? How did you get a sense of how the book should
sound and feel?
PL: A lot of the information about Haussmann's city and milieu came from a Zola novel called La Cure. From him and from
Baudelaire-his Sp/em of Paris or whatever the translation is. A
lot of books interested me. Flaubert's Sentimental Educatirm. And
from the time of Poissel's writing, Proust before everything else.
And in a very direct way a writer named Raymond Roussel, a
precursor to the surrealists.
LG: Who are your favorite 20th century novelists?
PL: Nabokov, Pynchon, Delillo, Vollmann, Barthelme.
LG: You mention [20th century Frankfurt school theorist] Walter
Benjamin in the "Translator's lntroduction."What's the relation
of Benjamin to Houssmann? Is there thematic overlap between
Benjamin's concerns and the concerns of your novel?
PL: The first reason is that Benjamin has a very influential opinion about Haussmann and his works. [In Benjamin's essay "Some
Motifs on Baudelaire," he asserts that the reason Haussmann

Paul LaFarge Biography

LG : The novel is about the old Paris demolished by and/or buried
beneath the new. Did thematic concerns affect your structuring of
the novel? I sensed an almost architectonic symmetry at play.
PL: To my mind the first part of the book has an organic narrative
form that's aligned \vith the old city. Everything that follows-all
of the rest of the parts are planned. The planned narrative is more
Like the modern city. But even in the planned narrative there are
a fair number of digressions that belong to a different kind of
storytelling as if to say that the old city is never entirely demolished.
LG: To switch topics a bit-a lot of aspiring writers at Bard are
interested, I think, in how professional writers structure their
time, whether they use a typewriter or a computer, etc.-in other
words, in the sort of material aspects of writing. When do you do
it? For how long? What do you write on?
PL: I work on the computer. How long varies from day to day. I
work for two or three hours in the morning, two or rluee in the
afternoon, and then, ifl can stand it, two or three at night.
LG: One more thing: what about George W. Bush?
PL: The only thing I'll say about George Bush is that I was asked
to write a story for an anthology called Politically Inspired. So I
wrote a story that expressed my feelings about the political situation and 1 didn't think too much about what kind of story it was
until I got a letter from the editor asking if it could be reprinted
in the Year's Best Fantasy and Horror anthology.
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Paul LaFarge was born in 1970. In 1999, he published his debut novel, The Artist of the Missing.
Haussmann, or the Distinction, his second novel,
was a New York Times "Notable Book" in 2001,
as well as the winner of the Bard Fiction Prize
in 2004. His short fiction has appeared in STORY, Fence, Conjunctions, and McSweeney's. He has
written essays and reviews in The Believer, Village
Voice, and Salon.com. In 2002, he was the recipient
of a Guggenheim Fellowship. His third novel,
The Facts of Winter, will be published this year. He
lives in Brooklyn, although for the duration of
his writer-in-residency at.Bard he will hold office
hours in Aspinwall 301, on Thursdays from 1-3.
Students are encouraged to take advantage of his
presence on campus; he would be pleased to discuss fiction, student writing, or anything else.
The Bard Fiction Prize is awarded every
year to a talented writer 39 years old or younger.
Its panel of judges is comprised of three Bard
writing professors: Robert Kelley, Bradford Morrow, and Mary Caponegro.
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Choose Your Own Bard Adventure
B Y B EN P OP1K
You wake up in the library, dazed
and confused as to who and where
you are. Staring at the drool-covered
Gender Studies book on the table, it
all comes back to you--you're an
unmoderated sophomore at Bard College, living on campus without a car. Ir's late Saturday
afternoon, and you realize that you need to
make plans for ronight. You drop your books
out the library window to avoid paying your
overdue fines, and begin the cold walk to Kline.
With a plate of tempeh in hand, you scan the
cafeteria until you see some friends. You ask
them if they have plans. You are told that the
ISO is having a Falafel Party in the MPR. fu if
this news isn't disappointing enough, then your
friends leave, and you are left to sit--alone and
paranoid--staring at people you barely know
but loathe anyway. You gag a little as you bite
into your tempeh. What should you do tonight?
Check out the Falafel party? Go to #8
Do something (anything) else? Go to #2

1.

You decide you've never really liked
Bard parties that much, and there
must be something else to do. You
• return to your room. Getting off
campus would be nice--how about a
movie? The Kingston movie theatre is off-limits--what with the Best Buy Killer still on the
loose--so you look around for the Upstate films
calendar. Finding it, you are saddened to discover that they've just started a month-long
Prussian Silent Documentary Hlm Festival.
You call all of your friends with cars to sec what
they're doing, but they've all either gone to
NYC to see The Gates, or are drinking in
preparation for the MPR party. Do you:
Go to the party after all? Go to #8
S tay Home? Go to #5

2

You have decided to get fucked up.
You ask around, and find out that
some of your friends are going to get
drunk, some are going to take
shrooms, and some are going to huff
some glue and start an experimental indie-rock
band. What do you want to do?
Trip? Go to #4
Get drunk? Go to #11
Huff enough glue to make you a bassist? Go to

3.

#9
You and your friends consume the
mushrooms your buddy found in the
woods behind the sewage treatment
• plant, comfortable with his promise
that "they're totally not poisonous.
guys, I checked onlinc." You all
decide to go to the waterfall. On the way there,
people keep w;mdering off saying, 'Oh, wow!'
until you realize that you are alone. Suddenly
the shadows seem very, very sinister. The creepy
sounds around you grow louder and louder as
you grow more and more frightened. The sidewalk in front of you begins to melt, and you are
certain that your body is sinking into the
molten depths of Hell itself. when all of a sudden ...
Goto#l

4

You still don't like parries in the sterile J\IPR, so you decide to stay home
for the night and catch up on recent
• episodes of Scrubs. You sit down at
your computer, only to find the Bard
Direct Connect Hub has been shut down
indefinitely. "This is an outrage!" you cry to
yourself, 'Tm going to write a letter to the
administration and demand that they stop
Uncle
Tomming
our
right
to... freely ... trade ... media." Before doing anything, you fall asleep in a fervor of activistic
good intentions, like you have so many times
before.

5

THE END
You still aren't having fun, but you're
a lot happier about it now than you
were earlier. You and your friends
• laugh about how trashed you all are,
and you make several trips to the
cafc, where Tim cmotionlessly watches as you
steal bag after bag of chips. The music in the
MPR is pretty good, bur you can only stay
inside for a few minutes at a rime because your
head is pounding and the MPR reeks of four
square geeks. Do you ...
Go outside? Go to #7

6

Go inside? Go to #16
Try to get laid? Co to #17
Drink even more? Go to #14

7

You stand on the gravel outside the
MPR, drinking with your friends.
• The snow has found its way into
your Birkenstocks, and the sensation
of cold reminds you of your parents' winter
house in Maine--not the one on the ocean, but
the prettier one, on the lake. The bass from the
music inside blares around you as you talk with
your friends about how lame it all is. You agree
that parties were better your freshman year, and
talk defiantly about how Bard is changing.
Some people even drunker than you are smashing bottles on the ground outside of the campus
center, and three theatre majors arc screaming
and chasing each other around the seating area
outside the cafe. You realize that you are not
having fun. Do you ...
Go inside? Go to #16
Drink More? Go to #15
Try to get laid? Go to #17

8.

You decide that Bard parties aren't
so bad after all, and besides, you've
heard that your favorite Bard band,
Boba Fett's Hammered Booty Boy
Grunt, is playing at the party. You really like
them--they're kind of like a cross between
Jam es Brown, the Pixies, the Clash, and,
um ... anyway, you decide you should go. to the
party after all. You call a few friends and find
out that they're going, too. They all want to get
fucked up. You think about this. Do you ...
Want to get fucked up too? Co to #3
Want to go witho ut getting fucked up? Go to
#10

9

One of your friends tells you that he's
gotten his hands on a new type of
• glue which is "the shit." Crowding
into the back of his Subaru Outback,
you take turns immersing your faces in the noxious fumes. One of your friends stops breathing, and everyone has a good laugh. Those of
·ou who remain alive retire to what you think is
the SMOG shed, but is actually Erin Cannan's
garage. Wedged in-between her station wagon
and snow shovels, you spend the night fighting
over the perfect band name to represent your
collective talents. After four hours of arguing,
you settle on The Temptations, even though
there was already a band with that name.
Content with your accomplishments, you spend
the rest of the night freestyling and tapping-out
beats on the hood of Erin Cannan's car.

T HE END
You decide you don't really
feel like getting fucked up
tonight. You just want to go
• and enjoy the music. Besides,
you have a lot of work to do
tomorrow if you're ever going to moderate. You
and a. friend leave your "temporary" trailer and
begin the long, cold walk to the campus center.
On your way there, your friend preaches angrily in great detail about how he heard that
they're going to turn Robbins into an eight-star
bed-and-breakfast for Leon's opera friends.
When you finally get to the MPR, you shoulder
through a milling crowd of people only to discover that you're an hour early, and the bands
haven't gone on yet. Do you ...
Get fucked up after all? Go to #3
Go Home? Go to #12

10

You've decided to get trashed.
You realize that this will
require a steady source of
• alcohol for tl1e evening, so you
ask some friends for help.
One friend has a twelve pack of Genny Cream
Ale that she is willing to share. Another friend
has a bottle of weak turpentine--wbich will do
the job, but tastes like a punch in the face. A
third friend says that there are four kegs inside.
the MPR, and invites you to join them in the
beer line. Do you ...
Take the Genny? Go to #7
Go with die turpentine? Really? Go to #7
Head for the keg line? Go to #13

11

You walk home, sober and discouragcd, watching as various
drunken couples alternately
stagger toward their dorms or
vomit in the bushes. By tl1e
time you get home. you arc cold, lonely, and

12.

seething_ with rage. You sit down at your desk
and you ...
Decide you miss the sweet voice of "Garden
State" star, Zach Braffi Go to #5
Write a letter to the Observer, complaining
angrily that OW" campus lacks a. sense of community and we don't treat each other with
enough respect? Go to hell.

13

You and your friend merrily
march into the MPR, ready
• to join the beer line, when you
realize that the MPR is an
alcohol-free zone, and that
kegs are no longer allowed on campus. Cursing
the memory of Heinz and Lilo Bertelsmann,
you angrily consider dragging your mattress
down Annandale Road, dousing it in your
friend's turpentine, and setting fire to it on the
floor of the MPR. This is your solution for
everything. Instead, you ...
Go outside? Go to #7
Stay inside? Go to #16
Try to get laid? Go to #17
You're are now completely
trashed. You stagger around
wondering what time it is, and
• before long you run into the
person you hooked-up with
after the last let-down party. While your former
fling expounds at great length about what an
awful lover you are, you try to remember the last
time you made the love. Confusing your own
memories with internet pornography, you
become aroused. You ask your former lover for
a do-over, and they laugh uncontrollably. You
walk away determinedly. You will get some ass
tonight.
G oto#l7

14

15

Since you're not having fun
yet, you've decided to drink
• some
more--because
Drinking More is your religion, and you don't have any
other bright ideas. You ignore the slight
headache you've acquired, and proceed to drink
as much as you can handle. Do you ...
Go outside? Go to #7
Go inside? Go to #16
Try to get laid? Go to #17
Drink even more? Go to #6

16.

The music is pretty good.
Your favorite Bard band, Lisa
Lisa's Plastic Guppy Bubble
Trio, play a fantastic set, and
the main act--you can't
remember their name, but you think it's something to do with one drug or another--are really good. After a while, the heat gets to you, and
you just don't want to be inside any more. Do
you ...
Go outside? Go to #7
Drink More? Co to #6
Tty to get laid? Go to #17

17

You want sex. In the real
world, this might be a prob• lem--considering you're hammered, can't speak coherently,
and have formed a healthy
pool of drool on your shirt. Fortunately your
safety school is also a brothel, and you didn't get
in anywhere else. You step forward and stand
alone for a minute, just to make sure that everyone realizes you are alone and therefore presumably available. You spy a prospective across
the room, and proceed to look past them once,
then twice, and then a third time. Then you
look straight at them, and to your surprise they
are returning your stare. You edge tluough the
crowd sideways toward them, careful to pretend
to be paying attention to something straight
ahead so as not to seem overly eager. From the
edge of your peripheral vision you can see that
they are doing the same thing. You meet near
the middle of the crowd and pretend to be
watching the stage for a minute. This becomes
awkward quickly, since the bands have already
stop(!ed playing. You start a conversation.
Coin 6ip:
If you choose Heads, Go to #18
If you choose Tails, Go to #19

18

You have just started hitting on a
freshman--not that you're going
• to hold this against them (there
are other things you're more
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interested in holding against them than that).
Besides, you're both too mature to let something meaningless like age get in your way. You
start the appropriate conversation, and after
discussing that night's bands and each other's
majors for a few minutes, you agree that it's just
too darn hot in there, and you'd both like some
fresh air. You head back to their room, since you
live on north campus and you're both too drunk
and horny to walk that far--and besides, their
roommate is away for the weekend. No sooner
have you begun exploring each other's undergarments when the supposedly absent roommate returns, incredibly drunk, sick, and upset
about something. Your would-be partner tries
to communicate with them, but fails. You begin
to feel awkward, and ask if you should leave.
They look at you sadly, imagining what could
have been, and agree. You walk home unhappily, jealous of all the couples you see wandering
around together. You wake up the next morning
at noon with a pounding headache. You begin
to remember the previous evening, and the person you almost wound up sleeping with. How
will you avoid them at brunch? You consider all
of the work you have due on Monday, less than
19 hours away. You decide that it wasn't worth
it - no way are you ever going to spend another
night doing that again.
THE END
You have just begun to hit on an
upperclassman. They seem cute
• and interesting: so far, so good.
You've got them talking about
their senior project (on The Ecology of
Birthing Rites in Pre-Renaissance French New
Guinea), which is keeping them babbling long
enough to figure out your next move. The two
of you agree that it's just too darn hot in the
MPR (which it's not, with its fine system of
central cooling), and that some fresh air would
be nice. It turns out they have a single in Stone
Row--not that far away at all. You head for their
room together.
Coin Flip:
Hyou chooee Heads, Go to t20
If you choose Tails, Go to #22

19

On the way to Stone Row,dur~
an explanation of your new part• ner's hypothesis that Nietzsche's
ideas heavily influenced the ecology of birthing rites in pre-Renaissance French
New Guinea, you begin to vomit uncontrollably. Your intended partner tries to be helpful
at first by daborating on their thesis to distract
you from your sickness, but you just keep doing
it, and they begin to get disgusted. They start to
walk away. You try to call out, "No, don't go! I'm
really interested in your project!" but you just
keep vomiting. You stagger to the nearest bathroom. Do you ...
Play it safe by staying in the bathroom for a
while? G.o to#21
Try to make it back to the party to pick up
someone else? Go to #17
You are lying in the floor of a
bathroom on main campus. The
• tile is nice and elean--you don't
think you've ever been there
before, but you can't be sure. You've stopped
vomiting at long last, and your vision is beginning to clear. You could get up, sure, but what if
the vomiting started again? No, better just to
stay. It's a nice place. Nicer than your room, you
notice with growing envy. Happy to have found
a comfortable place, you close your eyes and
decide to spend the rest of the night right there
in the bathroom, resting in existential peace.

20

21

THE END
You go back to their room. You
have amazing, life-changing sex.
• (You'd like something more
e.xplicit, but that's really all you
remember.) You wake up the next morning just
after ten am, refreshed from a good night's
sleep and excited about the new day. You lean
over and kiss your partner from the night before
on the cheek. You discuss the coming day: you'll
go to brunch together, then the gym, and "then
to the library to study together until dinnertime. You've both got a lot of work to do, but
you're so happy to have found each other. You
can tell this is going to last.
THE END
This ftature is an unauthorized adaptation of the
•choose Your Own Bard Party Adventure,· which
can
be
found
on line
at
http://www.klatha.com/hijinx/freek-cyo.html
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ALEX EATON

Spontaneous human combustion makes a
comeback! After being considered passe for
nearly a decade, the phenomenon that makes
your vindictive ex-girlfriend burst into flames
has returned. For reasons still unknown to scientists, spontaneous human combustion (also
known as SHC) headed into a dormant state
when the 80s ended, leaving people little cause
for excitement. Shocking pink and neon green
kept SHC alive for a little while longer, and
were responsible for a few cases in and outside
of Kmarts in the Midwest, but when capri pants
struck the nation, SHC just couldn't compete.
There were no reported cases of SHC, not even
the slightest smoking of the skin until the new

millennium.
While
SHC activity
does not seem to be concurrent with lunar
activity, as many mysterious affiictions are, it
does seem to have major ties to current events.
A major bicoastal spike
was apparent
this
last
N o ve m b e r
afteralmost30
people in both
California and New York combusted right in
front of their televisions. For suburbanites,
combustion within the interiors of mini-vans
seems to plague school carpool lines and outlet
mall sales. Local hot spots include the Cyber
station at the Kingston Mall, the Sportsman
Inn on 9G, and Bard College during the week
that proceeded parent's weekend.
I spoke with Dr. Lengono of the

Geneva Institute and he gave me some insight
as the to physical attributes that may catalyze a
reaction. He told me that there are means to
predict SHC. ''You can know if that date of
yours is going to be combustible," he said with
a chuckle. And, more importantly, he outlined
the ways to
avoid catching
fire yourself.
Dr. Lengono
says, "Those of
us who take a
handle
of
whisky per sitting make of ourselves a lantern.
Their high blood alcohol content is more flammable than dog shit on a doorstep." He also
said that a temper tantrum could act as a sort of
flint rock to the anxiety-ridden student.
Remember the Mad Hatter and Tom (of the
famous comedic duo, Tom and Jerry)? Their
immediate reaction to an empty cup of tea or a
foiled death threat was the first stage of SHC

"You can know if that date of
yours is going tO be COmbustible," he said with a chuckle.

Petah Coyne: Above and Beneath the

Skin

----BY ZAK l<ITNICK
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.
ScuiptureCenter: January 16 - April 10,
2005 .

Galerre Lelong: January 29 - March 16,
2005

Petah Coyne is here, there and everywhere.
Not only is she simultaneously showing at
the SculptureCenter and the Galerie
Lelong, but the show will also continue to
tour four other US venues.
Needless to say, Coyne has had a
long-standing affiliation with our very
own Bard College. In 1987, she had an
exhibition at Bard titled "Sculpture." In
1989, she was on a panel discussion here
with John Monti and Judith Shea. In
1996, Arthur Gibbons, director of the
Milton Avery Graduate School of Fine
Arts, selected Coyne's work among~ number of notable artists for a mixed media
installation known as "Square Bubbles."
This year, the Bard Art department had
Petah Coyne lecture. From the minute she
started until the very last question, there
was not a moment when the audience was
less than fully stimulated and entertained.
I saw the first half of her work at
SculptureCenter, saw her speak at Bard,
then, saw the other half at Galerie Lelong.
Both as a speaker and an artist, she truly
engages her audience.
Petah Coyne's intimate relationship to the mediums she uses is evident in
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The Team: Vice Commander Ethan
Porter, Gourmand Officer Lea Gutkin,
and, of course, Iii' ol' me, Practicing
Onophile and ChicfTongue Gogo Lidz.
The Mission: To swallow as much highend grub as possible for Debonair's first
restaurant review.
The Artillery: High expectations, keen
senses and empty stomachs.
The Target: A little French
joint called Le Petit Bistro,
which bills itself as "The Best
French Restaurant in The
Hudson Valley."

cries GO Gutkin.
"I could eat a whole rack of
lamb!" bleats VC Porter, shaking his fleecy
head.
"Nah, man, I'm jonesing for
steak!"
We race each other to the door.
We scan the lunar menu. Not a lamb, not
a cattle part on the list. "Vegans!" chorus
the boys. They're right, of course. Luna 61
bills itself as an "Organic Vegetarian
Cafe." VC asks: "Is that meatless sex?" I
reprimand him for forgetting his glasses.
"That's organic,"! say. "Not orgasmic!"

likes bottle dressing or has a Jennifer
Aniston fetish. But Havana Joe Tofu
Rojo? Sounds like a character exiled from
The Big Lebowski.
We start with the "Scallion
Pancake" (S7) and the "Nachos" (S7). The
veggie-rich flapjacks are excellent, even
without the Log Cabin. They're complemented by a spicy Thai chili sauce that
sates our carni-craving. But, What Ho! Havana Joe, de-beefed nachos have as
much zing as the half-empty Pilsner
Urquell that's been under your bed since
finals week. And the tortilla chips were as
stale as that last joke.
T he entrees ranged from weakly
mediocre to strongly mediocre. Porter got
the "Sweet Potato Enchilada"
(S13), which he found "an
intriguing idea, but poor cuisine." The textures mingled like
eunuch newts at a singles club,
and the flavors lacked a certain, as the
French say, fldv6r. Asked to appraise the
"Pad Thai," Gutkin gurgled: "lsh Goob!"
(Author's note: Len was already welllubricated - blame the Nut Brown Ale and had a mouthful of Fu Ling Yu noodles). My own choice, the "Wild Shroom
Fetuccini," was laced with enough garlic to
kill Dracula and six of his seven brides. I
was also put off by the odd, gargly, hippie
taste in the sauce. Could it be that after a
night of Creedence and White Russians,
Havana Joe Tofu Rojo had mistaken the
sauce for mouthwash?
What redeemed Luna 61 was
dessert. The Chocolate Banana Cream Pie
(SS) melted our tongues off. (It's OK we brought spares). Coffee was pretty
decent, too.

The entrees ranged from weakly
mediocre to strongly mediocre.

We required only fifteen minutes and
seven tracks of a burnable disc labeled
"Roadmix 2004" to reach The Target.
Once there, we faced unexpected difficulties. Evidently, Le Petit Bistro is closed on
Wednesdays. New Target: 40 West (fuck
Terrapin, 40 West is the creme de la creme
of Rhinebeck's culinary scene; man, the
review I would've given it... mmm . .. bellisimo!). Closed. Next Target: China Rose.
Closed. Next Target: El Toro Guapo.
Closed. Conclusion: The village of
Rhinebeck has some strange, outmoded
law that keeps parlors of mastication shuttered on the Hump Day.

Target Redirection: Red HQ9k.
Forty minutes and nineteen
tracks after leaving base camp we alight at
Luna 61 (61 Market Street, Red Hook).
It's ooen. Hello, Houston: The moon

Cheer up, I tell the team:
"C'mon, guys. I've heard it's pretty good,
even if it is only.... (gag!) dead plants. Let's
make the best of it. If it's bad, we can just
make the artiele ... (giggle!) a roast." The
<2!iest continues.

The Report: Luna's interior looks like the
faux-hippie living room of your "fun" aunt,
minus your aunt and her awkward
inquiries about your love life. Silver
baubles cascade from the windows. You
squat in turquoise '60s style booths under
lighting that's dimmer than your sister's
ex-boyfriend. The service is att~ntive and
pretty, and the cook frequently comes out
to introduce herself and ask about your
spice tolerance. The beer selection is interesting, the wine list is respectable, but the
menu is a little too neo-crunch "ethnic
fusion" for me - offering dishes called
"Galaxy," "Greek Goddess" and "Havana
Joe Tofu Rojo."The first two names I get
- the owner, I assume, is a Trekkie who

w·1nes_U n d er $lO

her work and further confirmed by her lee- - - - - tures. Not only does she compulsively colb 11
lect materials (her early work consisted of
J
'
displaying thousands of hoarded, dried
...
fish), but she extensively experiments and
muses over them at great lengths (she
D enim, Appellation Costiens de Nimes
claims to sit with a material for five years
Controlee, France: 2001. $9
before using it). This allows her to make
Hearty red wine, medium tannins, full
work that is personal, although the manipbody, notes of chocolate. Bulated materials lie somewhere between
the realm of "object" and "medium."
Patric!<: "Hearty but it slinlis by you.•
Candles are candles. Birds are birds.
Flowers are flowers. Yet the sheer number
Len: "II has that big, fat Weld; grapey taste, but
of these objects compels the viewer to pernot the little girl Welch grape that's on the jam
ceive them as mediums. Particularly imerjars. Rather, it is a more "igorous, more
esting is how Coyne creates abstract pieces
grown-up Weld; grape that growls when you
out of these figurative objects. Instead of
mention the Queen. The monihr "denim" is
reassigning meaning to objects that already
quite appropriate- hearty and slfificient, but
have strong connotations, she allows the
not showy orflashy. I can't really say anything
original associations to persist. She connegative about it except that the lack of afterveys emotion through her method of
taste is very unsatisjjing. It is a perftctly
sculpting, intensifying .the result by placing
mediocre wine. A fit gift wine for a marriage
her work in the viewers' space. For
that you're not excited about. •
instance, Coyne's presentation of her brittie, wax-dipped flowers on the ground
Alex: "This must be what people are worried
conveys the vulnerability and frailty of her
about dumping in the ocearz. •
objects, despite the entire sculpture's sheer
mass.

Broadway
69 is Getting 86ed, but Luna
.,
•
T
61 lS
Stl·11 N·O 40 "lv]{vest
landing was
a success.
"At last!"

- smoking of the skin, and in their case, smoke
actually being emitted from their respective
ears.
But the reality of SHC is more deadly. Most times there is no warning. Glenn
Coperi, 43, of Ghent, New York, went to visit
his ailing mother and to ask for some cash to
battle his gambling debts, when she unpredictably burst into flames right in her rocking
chair. Within minutes her body was devoured
by flames, leaving only a charred circle with a 6inch pile of ashes. Luckily, the will was left
·
unburned on the side table.
We live in an age where the fantastic
is rapidly becoming textbook. As the surreal
begins to melt into our homes and Wal-Marts,
it is important to remember that SHC can
strike at any time, with no discrimination. So
keep your heels cool and watch for any unidentified plumes of smoke. And remember, you
could be next.

Overall: Luna 61 abides, but blood is
thicker than vegetable broth.
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Patrick Tesh L en
Gutkin and Alex

Malvaz.ija, Koper Region, Slovenia: 2002.
$9
D ry white wine, balanced flavor (no special
bouquet), full body. A-

Patrick: "The aftertaste lingers on the tongue in
a beautiful way. Thre1 cburs for SIO'Uenia!"
Len: '=1 wonderji1Ifinish that leaves you want-

ing more. It's more satisfJing than scratching
my athlete'sfoot.•
~ :np~~
Alex: "It has an aftertaste of urine. But count
me out of this one because I never like white
wine anyway.•

Rojo Cabernet Sauvignon, Valle Del Maipo,
Chile. S9.25
Ripe, fully fruited red wine, medium tannins,
notes of blackberries and plums, full body. A-

Patrick: "It seems lo get drier with every sip. It bas
the smoothness of Camel cigarettes yet the bite of
hooking up with someone smarter than you. Ifyou
were Ernest Hemingway andyou had a hangO'IJl!T,
you would drink this wine.·
Len: •The perftct middle-of-the road red - good

with chicken or steal. •
Alex: "Many people don't believe that Chilean
wines can compete with European wines. ThiJ is
the little Chilean wine that could.:

Antonio Barbadillo, Vino de la "Tierra de
Cadiz," Castillo de San Diego, Spain. S9.25
Dry white wine, light body. C

Patrick: "I think I smelled this on my grandmother once. But the mothers of ugly children
would be the more typical consumer for this
wint. •
Lerz.· •It makes mefeel content.Put boring.•
Alex: "Swill! No! SwelU No! Swillr

.
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Free. Sex, Free Drugs, Free Iraq
deeply on an emotional level with the fact they are .
safe now." According to The Guardian, Mithoefer
We're on the very ·edge of Springtime. Despite is planning on extending the invitation to all war
the snow you can feel it in the air, and the fact that veterans who have fought in the last five years.
all of sudden many here at Bard seem to have He should have a sufficient amount of customers,
become horny as all hell - as though mating sea- considering that, according to the US National
son came around three or four weeks before peo- Center for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder. "up to
30% of combat veterans suffer from the condition
ple felt warm enough to engage. 1 can't account
at
some point in their lives." Needless to say, the
for everybody, but half of Tewksbury seems to
study has provoked controversy, because of the
h.1ve gone mad in desperation.
I myself have yet to have sex at Bard. long-term health risks of Ecstasy.
A week later, Amnesty I11ternatio11al
Granted, I've never been much for one night
stands, those drunk and awkward episodes that a released a report regarding other news concerning
few of my floor-mates seem to be longing for our boys on the front. "Nearly two years after the
U.S.-Led invasion of lraq," they said, "women
every weekend.
I'm also having trouble getting my there are no better off than under the rule of ousthands on any real drugs, another thing my friends ed dictator Saddam Hussein ... while the systemalso seem to be aching for. Granted, we're only atic repression under Saddam had ended, it had
lirst-ycars. but 1 thought Bard would he easier been replaced by increased murders, and s~ual
abuse - including by U.S. forces."
than this.
"Women have been subjected to sexual
lo short, l'm in desperate need.
threats by members of the U.S.-lcd forces and
Times like these it pays to be over some women detained by U.S. forces have been
eighteen years of age. And it's not that the act of sexually abused, possibly raped," Amnesty said,
voting moves me to fantastic orgasms, or that adding that several women detained by U.S.
buying cigarettes feeds m}• need for a mind- troops had spoken in interviC\vs with them of
beatings, threats of rape, humiliating treatment
expanding fix.
In mid-February the United States and long periods of solitary confinement. The
Food and Drug Administration gave the go- Pentagon said it had not seen the report, but took
ahead for soldiers traumatized by fighting in lraq "any allegations of detainee abuse serious!y."
Free sex, free drugs - these are the perks
and Afghanistan to be offered the drug Ecstasy to
of
a
"Free
Iraq." There's never been a time like
help free them of flashbacks and recurring nightmares. This was first reported by UK Newspaper now to join the United States Army.
The Guardian. The article went on to explain that
For U.S. citizen eighteen years of age or
the soldiers would be t'aking the drug as part of an
experiment to see if l\IDMA, the active ingredi- older, this is all fantastic news. The problem for
ent in Ecstasy. can treat post-traumatic stress dis- me is I don't have the balls to join the military of
my own volition. On March 1st, the number of
order.
U.S.
soldiers killed in the Iraq War reached 1,500,
Scientists believe that the feelings of
so
you
can imagine my fear.
emotional closeness reported by those taking the
Soon, with luck, I'll fmd the girl of my
drug could help the soldiers talk about their expedreams
and
the highs will become more accessiriences to therapists. Michael Mithoefcr, the psy•
chiatrist leading the experiment, said, when asked ble. Until then I'm waiting on the Draft.
about its results: "People are able to connect more

BY DYLAN BYERS

Is China Civilized?
BY J ESSE MYERSON

In regard to China's military build-up,
Secretary of D efense Donald Rumsfeld said,
"The People's Republic of China is a country that we hope and pray enters the civilized
world in an orderly way without the grinding of gears and that they become a constructive force in that part of the world and
a player in the global environment that's
constructive. n
The arrogance behind such a comment is ludicrous. China, which holds
roughly a quarter of the world's population,
and which may be the world's most ancient
civilization, has been part of the "civilized
world" for a rather long time. Perhaps
Rumsfeld has been too busy destroying
other ancient civilizations, like Iraq, to brush
up on his history. It is interesting that
Ramsfeld, as a representative of the administration that won't enter into the Kyoto
Protocol, that ripped up the Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty, that doesn't subscribe to the
World Court or pay its UN dues, fancies
himself an expert on the "constructive global
environment." The Secretary displays an
utter lack of regard for what effect his words
will have after having been printed in every
major newspaper on earth.
Rumsfeld essentially defines "civilized" as "holding a potentially disastrous
military." Such a definition is emblematic of
the pathological American theory that military global hegemony is synonymous with
our "national interests." The man who controls the largest milita.ry on earth, with more
bombs and money than the rest of the world
combine~ says that China's military must be
contained, and a majority of the country
nods its head.
A CIA report predicts that
American global dominance could end in 15
years: "the likely emergence of China and
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India ... as new major global players-similar to the advent of a united Germany in the
19th century and a powerful United States
in the early 20th century-will transform
the geopolitical landscape with impacts
potentially as dramatic as those in the previous two centuries."
"In this new world." writes Fred
Kaplan about the report, "a mere 15 years
away, the United States will remain 'an
important shaper of the international
order'-probably the single most powerful
counuy--but its 'relative power position' will
have 'eroded.' The new 'arriviste powers'not only China and India, but also Brazil,
Indonesia, and perhaps others-will accelerate this erosion by pursuing 'strategies
designed to exclude or isolate the United
States' in order to 'force or cajole' us into
playing by their rules."
The United States has no allies to
speak of; a dollar on the decline (perhaps
irrevocably), and is starting to feel the effects
of a pressing absence of any "moral leadership in the world," such as John Kerry, when
campaigning, loved to imagine we once had.
China has significantly the largest standing
army in the world. The US has got no manufacturing base and must borrow $2 billion a
day from its competitors in order to function. It is 49th in the world in literacy. The
World Health Organization ranked the
countries of the world in terms of overall
health performance, and the U.S. received
37th place and, in the fairness 6f health care
category, 54th. U.S. childhood poverty now
ranks second to last among developed
nations, rating better only than Mexico. In
the end, fifteen years from now, our ~we're
number one!" delusion fiercely shattered, we
will lead the world only in the ferocity of our
bombs.
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2005 Baseball Preview Part II: NL and AL Central
BY TIM CHAMBERS
Installment two of the 2005 Observer Baseball
Preview for the massive Bard sports fan pool
will focus on the two central divisions. My
mouth is watering to get out east next issue. So
much to say. So many Yankees to hate. Anyway,
here's the Midwest, Ladies and Gents.
PROJECTED
ORDER,
LEAGUE CENTRAL:
l.Chicago Cubs
2.St. Louis Cardinals
3.Houston Astros
4.Milwaukee Brewers
5.Cincinatti Reds
6. Pittsburgh Pirates

NATIONAL

Yes, I picked the Cubbies. Sosa is
gone, but with him went his problems with
management and his age. They get Hairston in
return, who is a decent bench player. The hole
in the outfield is filled by recent acquisition
Burnitt, whose numbers were far better than
Sosa's last year. Patterson strikes out too much,
but management wants to fix that, and he is a
solid hitter with speed. Walker is scary offensively if be is in 2003 form, but he needs to bit
lefties, and his defense is just bad. At short is
good ol' Nomah, who bas a lot he wants to
prove after his injury and subsequent trade
from Boston last year. He's a fantastic player,
and is glad as hell that there is no Globe, no
Herald, and no WEEI ·breathing down his
neck. Ararnis Ramirez is highly underrated.
He'll hit .300, get 30 HRs and 100 RBis easily,
and his defense is improving. He'll be a big star
for the Cubs. Lee is a great defensive lB, and
his hitting is to par as well. Alou's absence hurts
their offense, but his replacement, DuBois, will
help the outfield defensively off the bench.
Michael Barrett is a strong catcher.
If all goes well, the Cubs possess one
of the elite rotations in the game. Wood can be
lights out, if he just calms down. Prior wants to
show he is an All-Star, which he should be.
ambrano is young and explosive, and could
outshine Wood and Prior. Then there's
Maddux. He's old, but he's Maddux, and a vet
with his resume is a plus on any club. At the
Bottom is Rusch, no star, but he's a 5th pitcher,
and that's all they'll need. The bullpen is
sketchy, probably their weakest point. Borowski
will allegedly be back, and if his shoulder holds
up, he can pitch. Demsptcr and Farnsworth
have good stuff, but they're iffy. The Cubs
underachieved last year, and the competition is
worse this year. I love Dusty Baker. Give him
some credit. They'll win this division, by a hair.
Fate was against the Cardinals in the
Series. I personally witnessed the shutting
down of their offensive machine, and I think
the ordeal took steam out of them. Not to say
this isn't a great team, but the outfield is older
and the infield stayed the same, if it didn't lose
some. Eckstein is a good leadoff man, and his
small-game style fits well with this team, but
he's no Renteria. Walker is a great hitter, but
he's 38 now, and injury-prone. I won't say one
bad thing about Pujols. Best natural player in
the game. Behind him, Rolen is still the best 3B
in the game, but I doubt he'll do what he did
last year. Edmonds showed signs of age in the
postscason, and although he is a great center
fielder, we won't sec last year again from him,
either. Sanders will still play, but again, he is old
now, and on the downslope. Grudzielanek is an
upgrade on Womack. Not explosive, but a good
bottom bat, and solid defense. Molina is an OK
catcher. They'll miss Matheny's defense and
game control. The rotation is better with
Mulder. Everyone loves a lefty ace, and the rest
are good pitchers, off and on. Matt Morris
needs ro stay healthy. Tavarez is good if he settles down, and lsringhausen, though not overpowering, is one of the more versatile closers in
the game. This is a very solid team. They could
easily win it too. It'll be tight.
Why does Houston always seem to
have a problem? You don't win by making your
team worse. This is not a bad team, but they
were second best last year, and they lost the best
young player in the game. Beyond this, Kent is
gone, and that hurts their offense. Biggio will
lead off, as usual. He's a good player and has
been great for Houston, but his career is close to
the finish line. Bagwell worked on his swing,
and he'll be strong as usual. Ensberg is enough

to flt the bill, on both sides. With Beltran gone, defense. Catcher Kendall is gone, but veteran
Lane may .rake over at center, something that Santiago is a good replacement for now. He'll
he's wanted for a while. Berkman will miss the help the pitching staff, and might make noise
beginning of the season. He'll be replaced by with his bat.
Orlando Palmeiro, a capable man for the job.
The rotation-, like many others, could
Former #1 pick Chris Burke will get his shot. be good or could be bad. Ace Oliver Perez has
Barely any experience in the Bigs, but he's done the makings of the next Randy Johnson.
well in AAA. Ausmus is another great defensive Together with Bay he is the future of this francatcher. He makes any pitching staff better, but chise. After the little unit is a band of 4 all
can't hit.
fighting for the 2 spot. Lefty Redman was a
The rotation could be spectacular, or good addition, and Kip Wells can be great if
not. Two big questions: Will an aged Clemens he's well. Josh Fogg could be Maddux, could be
earn his pay? Will Pettitte be able ro play all Lowe, or he could be nobody. This season is his
year? If yes to both questions, this is a nasty chance. Vogelsong has great natural stuff, but
rotation. Backe turned heads in the playoffs, has performed terribly and needs to turn it
and is full of potential. Oswalt is a 20-game guy, around now. 38 year-old closer Mesa has held it
and I think he'll turn our to be the ace this year, down for years now, and he can still pitch, but
even if Roger does perform. At the bottom is for how long? Torres had a strong year out of
either Hernandez or Duckworth. Nothing spe- the pen in 2004 and will look to continue in his
cial. The bullpen is not very good in long relief setup role. This pen could be very good. This is
or setup, but Lidge has moved into the closer not a team that is ready yet, but don't be surelite. Getting to him is key. Maybe the Astros prised if they upstage Cincinnati and
have a shot at making a splash. There's two big Milwaukee, and spoil a few teams' chances on
iffy arms that will decide that.
the way.
Milwaukee is impoved, but no real
contender. Sheets is a great young pitcher, and PROJECTED ORDER, AL CENTRAL:
if his back holds up he's the guy to build around l .Minnesota Twins
for the future. Behind .him is solid lefty Doug 2.Chicago White Sox
Davis, lefties never hurt. The bottom three are 3.Detroit Tigers
hit or miss. Good stuff, health and consistency 4.Cleveland Indians
questions. The usual. Not much going on in th.e 5.Kansas City Royals
pen, with most hope resting on a young
unproven Mike Adams, the projected closer.
Minnesota, despite sticking to their
Don't expect a lot from them.
low budget, has managed to win this division
The biggest change in the lineup is three years in a row, and shows no signs of
Carlos Lee, who will add power to a team that weakening this year. The scouting and the
lacked it. The infield is solid on the right, with development in this organization are as good as
2B Spivey, who can hit well and play the field, any staff in the league, and they continuously
and Overbay, who
bring new talent
when consistent can be
up despite losing
a star. The left infield is
big names. The
comprised of rookie
one big move
].]. Hardy, only 22, but
they made was
with potential, and
extending
either Russell Branyan
Santana's
conor Wes Helms. Both
tract, and securare mediocre, but one
ing him for years
with a good year would
to come. His perhelp. In the outfield
formance since a
with Lee are Geoff
season and a half
Jenkins, a great powerago has been
hitter, and for the time
untouchable, parbeing Brady Clark in
ticularly in his
center, who is average,
stretch of 30
and hasn't started
shutout innings
much.
Milwaukee
in the second half
needs time. Anything
'"'· .,.,. last year. The rest
besides last is good in
'·r~ of the rotation is
the mind of a Brewers
n;
solid, with Radke
·'·:~:
fan. Trust me, I know
:/ behind Santana,
some. They do exist.
who is always
Ir's a shame
i~ consistent,
and
that Jr. could never stay
has been for 10
healthy. We might be
1,M years.
Carlos
talking about him
Silva
made
a
The Minnesr;ffl Twins e:etended ]r;han
instead of Bonds right
name for himself
now. Cincinnati has a Santana's contract, after he pitched thirty last year, and
few marquee players,
could grow into
shutout innings last year.
but their chemistry is •
one of the elite
unimpressive and they lack what it takes, tossers in the game if he comes truly in to his
despite a quick start last year. Their rotation has own. Kyle Lohse and Joe Mays are question
received help, with Milton signing on from
marks, Lohse nor having lived up to the hype
Philly, and Ortiz from Anaheim. Wilson will yet, and Mays coming off of surgery, but all
remain the ace, and he's consistent. The pen is around this rotation can donate a lot ofinnings,
unreliable. Closer Danny Graves would be a and ranks among the AL's best. Nathan is fangreat setup man on another team, but he does- tastic as their closer, having posted a 1.62 ERA
n't have the power to close dominantly.
with 44 saves last season, and behind him is a
The big men in the lineup are Scan lot of talent in Rincon, Balfour, Crain and
Casey, another Helton-like great player on a Romero. The only weak point they really saw
not-so-great team, Adam Dunn, who has last year was against the Yankees in the ALDS,
power but posts a lot of Ks, and of course but don't expect much of that. The Twins can
Griffey, but the man can't play a whole year. play six or seven inning ball pretty safely.
Wily Mo Pena is an impressive young outfieldThe infield is brand new, with only
er whose defense could grab center from one opening day starter on this year's team.
Griffey. Catcher LaRue is dependable, manag- Twenty-three year-old Justin Morneau repreing games impeccably, and hitting enough. No sents a power bat on a squad that hasn't seen a
return to the early 90s in the Reds' near future.
30-homer season since the 80s, and defensively
At last, there are the Pirates'. They the rest of the infield is sound. The other side of
have endured 11 sorry years, and there is no the ball is always a question, but defense, pitchWagner or Clemente around, although there is init. speed and small ball has taken them a long
hope for their long-term success. Jason Bay was way, and should continue to. Catcher Joe Mauer
rookie of the year, hitting 26 HRs last year, and could breakout after being hurt last season, havsolid on defense. Lawton is a good pickup, and ing impressed a lot of people at age 21 before he
he'll give them a true top of the order threat. went out. Stewart remains an excellent leadoff
Another rising star is Jack Wilson, who hit .308 man, and his comrades Jones and Hunter in the
at short. 1B Craig Wilson, or the Midwest's outfield are · always great performers.
answer to Fabio, is a strong power guy, but Gardenhire has managed this club beautifully,
needs to be consistent to excel. Wigginton is a and there's not much that will change if the
solid 3B offensively, but does not shine on Twins play their game.
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The rotation in Chicago is .not fantastic, but it's solid and improved. Buehrle will
always win 15+, and if Garcia can ever do what
he's supposed to be capable of, he could be outstanding. Many have overlooked El Duque's
presence, despite his arm alone having saved the
AL East title for the Yankees last year, and
Contreras does better out of the spotlight.
Garland has a great sinker, but struggles to be at
his best. The setup and long relief is fine in the
pen, although slowball pitcher Takatsu in my
eyes is a questionable closer, and there's no one
else to truly fit that role.
I like the pickup of Scott Podsednik.
He's very young, and a great leadoff guy on a
squad that plays NL type ball. Dye, the other
newcomer in the outfield, could have health
issues, but at the price they got him the move
was great. Rowand is an all-around player in
center, but has never eclipsed just being good
despite having a lot of talent. The rest of the
lineup follows suit. Good players, but no real
stars, excluding the Frank Thomas of yesteryear. Konerko will make noise with his bat, as
will Catcher A.J. Pieczynski . A lot of stasis in
the forecast for the White Sox, but a decent
rotation should keep them in the top half in the
central.
Detroit has finally shed its perennial
last-place blues. Management has shown that
they are serious about winning, and if they get
hot they could easily eclipse Chicago. Their
strength is in a scary lineup, which got scarier
with Ordonez signing on. Obviously Pudge is
the key to the franchise. Up and down there is
hitting: SS Guillen is a fast, talented player on
both sides, and DH Dmitri Young just punishes baseballs. Carlos Pena has begun to perform,
and Infante could flourish this year, possibly
moving up the lineup by season's end.
The rotation is shaky, with Maroth
on top, whose ground ball game should be aided
by a strong infidel. Jason Johnson is a wild card.
He can go the distan.ce any game or fall apart.
He needs to steady himsel£ Behind these two
are three young pitchers, Robertson,
Bonderman and Ledezma, who could become
power players in the years to come, but probably not yet. Percival is a great addition, giving
them a proven closer and the ability to put
Urbina in a setup role, something a team that
led the league in blown saves needs desperately.
This team could contend in the very near
future.
I was ambivalent about putting
Cleveland this far down. There's a lot of potential on the team, and a lot of youth, but I don't
think they have the stuff yet. Their spot in this
division, along with Detroit, depends on getting
hot, or a White Sox breakdown. Sabathia has
the skill to be an ~azing pitcher, but his
weight and his back have kept him down. If he
can't put it together, Jake Westbrook made a
good impression last year and could move up to
the top of the staff. Millwood joins on as a solid
arm in the middle of the pack, if he stays
healthy. Cliff Lee and Scott Elarton aren't anything special, but good years will keep the rotation steady. The pen is mediocre, with no real
closer.
The lineup is where the youth really
lies, and where this team will make or break.
Every player is under thirty with the exception
of Aaron "The Yankees lost the World Series
Anyway" Boone. Twenty-two year-old SS
Peralta will get a chance to show his stuff this
year, having made a lot of noise in AAA, but
they'll miss Vizquel for now. Hafner's bat is
strong, and Victor Martinez could turn out to
be their franchise man behind the plate.
Defensively the team is very good, but the bats
will need to light up if they want to take advantage of their speed. (It can happen. I recii.ll a certain 22-0 final last year ... ) The Indians made a
nice run at the end of 2004, and if they can get
on a roll things could happen.
Do I really have to talk about the
Royals? Zack Greinke could be one of the better pitchers of the new era, with a world full of
promise at age 21. Mike Sweeney's a great player, and Angel Berroa could be in years to come.
There are really no impressive spots on this
team, othe.rwise. There's youth, sure, but the
Royals seem destined to give talent away.
(Beltran, Johnny Damon}. I mean, they play in
Kansas City. I knew a kid from Kansas City
who was in a Huey Lewis cover band. That's all
folks.
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The Drab Report
by Tom Mattos

Let Us Now Praise Infamous Errors
As you may (or, with a bit of luck, may not) have noticed, this past issue of The Observer
inaugurated a new month-that of Febuary, as in "February" sans the first "r." That's what
the date in the News and Opinions sections said, at least.
Far be it from us to shirk the consequences of our error. No, never that. And so
we apologize, sincerely _and deeply, to any and all poor souls we might have misled into
believing that the standard spelling of the month had changed. While clearly our influence on standard usage is considerable, in this case no change was intended. In the days
following the publication of the last issue, we trudged through the slush-filled campus
with our heads hung low, ashamed of our dastardly deed. Yet do not mistake our contrition for weakness.
As of now-with the benefit of a few more days and a few more drinks-our
shame has turned into something else entirely, a strange brew of wisdom and defiance.
Mistakes are what breathe life into our little newspaper. Yes, we employ a small army of
editors, but perfection is neve.r the goal: what we seek is a vibrant, responsive newspaper.
It is only through the mistake-at first embarrassing but then recognized as ultimately
trivial-that we can recognize all we do right, and all we can do better.
After returning to campus with the last issue from our printer in Wappinger's
Falls,°a few of the editorial staff memebers stood at the back exit of Kline taking a poll of
how people thought February was spelled. Surpisingly, the results were split down the
middle; even much of the student body agreed with the mistake. So before you cast that
first stone at our glass house, realize that a good portion-of the student body slept through
that day in the first grade when they explained how the months are spelled. The fact that
many of you agreed that "Febuary" is the correct spelling does not make our error any less
egregious, but damn sure makes it funnier.
Errors, fuckups, mistakes. There will be more. We eagerly await them.

THE

EDITORS

Back Up Off My Grillpiece, Son
Quit complaining andj oin, y ou lazy bastards

....

u .,

BY

ANDREW PAYTON

you're not willing (read: too lazy), then I would refer you to
the title of this article. But ultimately, why do I care? I'm
graduating.

I'm now going to climb up on my soapbox and take the moral highground. Yes, the view is very pleasant up here, thanks. Just so you
know, in no way am I speaking on behalf of the Student Government
as a whole and this article is not intended to insult the people that
bust their butts to make this school a better place. Aren't disclaimers
nice?
Here is a fact that you should always keep in the back of
your mind: Student Government, if you can even call it a club, is the
Myth: The vote regarding the amendme1,1t ro abolish
only absolutely necessary club on campus. Sure, plenty of clubs do
the Student Govtrnment stipend was rigged.
wonderful things and enrich the campus, but are they necessary?
(That's a rhetorical question; if you didn't pick up on that - see
Fact: The vote, wbkb requites a 2/3 O'llljority; was broabove.)
ken down something like this: ln favor, 30, opposed,
Now I have an idea: Why don't you sit around with your
50, abstentions, 25. These are not the precise a.umbers
friends or at your computer and gripe and moan about how terrible
but
you get the idea. 30 out of 105 does not equal 2/3.
things are around campus, about all the injustices on campus, and
about your ineffectual Student Government? Cripe and just keep
Myth: The Central Com~ttee lines its pockets with
sitting there not doing anything to change the situation. Yeah, you
mad cash every semester fro01 the convocation funds.
love to do that don't you?
I feel a little better now, so I'm going to try and shift the
tone. There are two reasons that I can think of as to why people join
Fa.ct: Actull)ly, as was discussed at great length (with·
the student government: First, they actually want to make a differout any set time limit on discussion 1 might add), we
ence in the community. Second, they don't think those people that
work very hard for that money. If they were made into
joined for the first reason are doing a good job. Either reason, in my
work-study positions we would actually do far better
mind, is perfectly valid. In fact, I originally joined the student gov·
and we're not in it for the money. So be glad you're
ernment because I realized that my friends and I sat around com, getting a deal. Additionally, as was addressed above,
plaining about all the problems we had with our school, how we
we are th~ only essential "club" on campus. You want
weren't being represented, and yet none of us was willing to do some·
us atound, even if thaJ means providing a little incenthing about it. Here I am, a few years later, glad I made that decitive, which honestly in no way encoutaged me to join.
sion.
However, I find it annoying when people are content to
Student Govemment
is hierarchical, with
Myth: The
discredit the Student Government without having an informed opin·
'
-'::.
ion. While this is a large and disturbing trend that goes far beyond ·little mobility, and discourages fresh thinking.
the Student Government, the greater issue is outside the scope of this
article. The point is that we do a ton of work, busting our backs on
Fact: Fmt, yes, certain committees .require that the
a regular basis. to make things better for the community.
chairperson have previous.experience, if there is an eliLaundry problems? A multi-year battle with the adminis·
gible candidate. Others, such as my ·position,
tration and CoinMach. The Green Onion? All attended to by the
Secretary, and the EPC chl!i.rperson, do not. However,
Student Government. The money allocated to student clubs? Yup,
the memhers generally know who is best qualified for
Student Government. Checks cut for those very same clubs? You
the position and thus run-offs generally do not occur.
betcha. A new Committee for Socially Responsible Investing, which
Second, when I came here,JonAmes andl were electyou may not give a shit about but is wildly revolutionary? Student
ed to student government positions at the end of our
Government again. Punishment of people that violate the basic
freshmen y~. At that time we were the only two
agreement between members of our community? You may not be a
white men in the whole system~ The Student
fan but as soon as you're on the benefitting end you'll be praising the
Student Government.
Government consisted entirely of people from the <
I hope I've made my point. So I now say to you: If you've
Qµeer Alliance and the ISO. Now, I'm at the top of
got a problem with Student Government, I entreat you to join. If
the ladder. Booyahl The South will rise again!
'

Andew Payton's' Student

Government Myths and Facts

-
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I got one of those phone messages the other day that make
your heart sink. My dad called me at 11:30 a.m. and when I got
the message almost twelve hours later, his voice spoke to me
from the technical void: "Hi-Tom, it's Dad," he said, "I have
some important news. Please call me as soon as you get this."I
instantly ended the call, and hesitated a moment before dialing
home. My mom picked up. "Mom, I need to talk to Dad." She
told me he was sleeping. "Well, I need you to wake him, he told
me to call him immediately."
"Tom. Uncle Joey just passed away."
I'm lying on the shag-carpeted floor in a rented
condo on Carolina Beach. My neck is hurting a great deal,
probably from swimming in the ocean for eight hours straight
the day before. It went out on me earlier in the day, my right
shoulder hanging limp. From where I am lying I can see him,
hunching over out on the balcony, flicking a cigarette lighter
impatiently. He can't get it to light as he stands in the wind
coming off the beach. He has no concept of wind. Though my
neck aches, I feel more of the pain in his thumb from flicking
the lighter over and over again. I slowly climb to my feet,
crooked, hobbling toward the door. I slide open the balcony
window and step out into the salty air, my naked toes curling
over the worn wood. "Uncle Joey, let me help you." I take the
cigarette from him, place it in my mouth, turn my back to the
wind, and light it in one. try. I take exactly one breath of it
before coughing spastic and handing it ha.ck. "Thank you," he
mumbles, as he chews his tongue between drags. "You hurt?" he
as.ks, pointing to my shoulder. "Yes, Uncle Joey." He chews his
tongue twice, and pauses: "That no good." That was my first
cigarette. Age ten.
My Uncle Joey was retarded. He was the last of a
large portion of my extended family who came over from Italy
after World War I, the youngest of about sixteen to twenty
brothers and sisters, many of whom died on the boat on the
way over. He was a difficult man to get along with, as I think
his difficulty in communicating (in order to understand Uncle
Joey you had to speak his language) made him very angry,
which became a problem later on when he was in the nursing
home. He would beat up other patients. He had this huge potbelly that would hang over his belt, and gigantic ears. His last
name was Pinone, which for a good portion of my life I
thought was spelled Pinoney, and was some son of archaic
insult for retards. He lost all his teeth very early on, and took
up the habit of chewing his tongue immediately after, a con·
stant chewing that never slowed until I met with him medicat·
ed in the nursing home, where it became a dull, slow chew th
seemed to continue out of habit rather than zest. He'd eat ribs
with his gums, tear the chicken right off the bone, and somehow (thti man was tldented) be could even tear into an apple
with those hardened red jaws. And he could smoke. God, the
man was a chimney.
One time my Grandpa, Grandma, brother, Uncle
Joey and I were in a Colden Corral in Wilmington, North
Carolina. Uncle Joey must have inhaled some paprika or some·
thing because he started sneezing and did not stop for about
twenty minutes. He sat there, eyes welled shut with tears com·
ing down, sneezing his heart out, gripping a napkin in each
hand so tight his knuckles turned a pallid white. The entire
restaurant was silent watching him, I shit you not. Other than
Uncle Joey's sneezing all you could hear was my brother and
me laughing. You have to understand: Uncle Joey was an everyday occurrence for us.
You'd take him down to the beach and he would
stand in the surf until he sank in the sand up to his knees, and
then he'd fall over and start bellowing like some beached sea
mammal. The man could drown in two inches of water. I'd
bring him our to fly a kite with me and he would stand there
in the dunes smoking endless cigarettes not once looking up.
He always talked to me about women.
My brother once asked him, in feeted pajamas,
"Uncle Joey, what's two plus two?" Uncle Joey shouted back:
"FOUR!" My brother then asked, "What's four plus four?"
Joey: "FOURTEEN!" We rolled on the floor after that one.
S';!re, I guess it's a little cruel to test a retarded man, but it wasn't as bad as my dad and his brothers. They put Uncle Joey on
a pink tricycle and sent him down a hill toward a brick wall.
The housekeeper quit when she saw that one.
I grew up listening to Joey speak his curious language, wishing he was able to tell all the stories he had locked
inside him. He was the witness to all of my family history, and
I used to sit and talk with him and imagine what he could tell
me had his life been the slightest bit different. Now that he is
gone, I realize I wouldn't have had him any other way. He was
my favorite uncle, and though I miss him dearly, my tears flowing freely as I write, I realize that our relationship was one of
the most real and communicative I've had with anyone on this
planet. We sat outside under an umbrella in a blazing North
Carolina swampy sunset, and he rocked back an forth in his
wheelchair compulsively as he smoked. I placed my hand on his
knee and said "Joey, how are you?" He looked at me and said
"Cood."Then he asked, "How are you?" I looked at him, deep
into his eyes, and, choking back a flood of tears, replied "Good,
Uncle Joey. I feel good."
I left the nursing home with my family that day
knowing full well that was the last time I'd ever see him. When
I realized this I turned back and looked at him one more time,
and admired him as he wheeled himself to the tiny cafeteria.
If only I could have one ounce of his salt. If only.
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Wake Up! Social Security Has
To Change
BY ANDREW PAYTON
While it should come as little surprise to most,
our beloved politicians are too busy playing their
political games to take a serious look at the substantive issues of the GOP Social Security plan
and the need for reform. Instead of engaging in
a productive debate, the Democrats are yelling
muddled protests in which we hear only "privatization is bad!" To counter this rhetoric the
GOP is saying something about the "Ownership
Society" and the "role of govemment." Both of
these stances, unproductive to say the least,
ignore the larger issue confronting our society.
The Social Security system as we know it must
change if our country is to support sustained
economic gro~h.
The Not-Ouite-Crisis:
The most obvious way to determine
the strain Social Security is placing on our economy is to look at it as compared to our GDP. In
1990, which is prior to the Clinton-era boom
and the current deficit, due to Bush, which is the
largest ever known to our country, our conventional debt totaled 60% of our GDP, a noteworthy proportion of the GDP. If we turn to the
implicit pension debt (the present v.ilue of pension promises made to the elderly and workers)
we find that it is 90% of our GDP. While this
figure is incredibly significant, it is beyond the
scope of this article to explain precisely what this
means. For those who are not versed in economics, another figure might better explain the crisis.
In 2003, prior to the Bush Medicare overhaul,
which as we all know did more harm than good,
it was estimated that the yearly costs o( Social
Security, Medicare, and Medicaid would double
from 7.6% to 15.5% of our GDP. 15.5% of our
GDP is approximately three quarters of what we
now devote to the entire annual budget.
Any attempt to simply raise taxes will
ultimately be futile, for the Social Security system will continue to accrue debts. Furthermore,
high pension spending has the effect of decreasing growth-promoting public investments such
as infrastructure, education and health services.
lf all these can be combated effectively, by no
slight adjustments I assure you, it can still lead to
deficit spending, as we have seen with the Bush
administration. This deficit spending fuels inflation, the Black Plague of economies world-wide.
Numerous developed and developing
countries have already realized the fact that their
pension system is unsustainable, as they have
comparable pension schemes, and have acted to
restructure their system. Others have attempted
to do precisely what the De•'llS propose: essentially to ignore the fundamental problems with
the present system at the sacrifice of long-term
sustainability. Several Eastern and Western
European countries have chosen to gradually
raise the taxes as the funds become more troubled. In their genuine attempt to sustain the
same benefits, the effect is that these same countries have tax rates exceeding 25% of their pay.
With reduced take-home pay creating its own
set of problems, the alternative is to place the
burden on employers, which would reduce
employment as companies try to maintain their
profits and potentially make America an even
more unwelcome place to invest.
AB a general test, a sound pension system consists of two criteria: Fust, to protect the
old and, second, to promote, or at least not hinder, economic growth. While thus far I have
addressed the issue of economic growth, on
which it fails, our present systems also performs
poorly in adequately protecting the old. As
should be obvious, under the present system if
you earn more, you receive a higher pension.
What is more often ignored is the fact that the
rich generally enter the system later and live
longer, maximizing their benefits at the cost of
those who truly are in need.

A Solution and, Yes, Some Privatization:
In recent years there has been significant academic debate about how to reform the
social security system, which had previously been
largely ignored. The most prominent plan, while
certainly not without its problems; reminds
many of the Bush plan, however it is different in
many regards. This strategy, called the three-pi!-

lar scheme, is meant to reduce the burden.on the
economy and, at the same time, meet the two
criteria for success.ful pension systems listed
above. Most importantly, it does not deny the
fundamental fact that our present system is
unsustainable and serves as a useful and realistic
alternative.
The three-pillar scheme, as you might
imagine, combines three pillars: 1. A mandatory
privately managed pillar. 2. A mandatory publicly managed pillar. 3. A voluntary pillar. The
private pillar, the basis for Bush's plru:i and obviously controversial, is mandatory because it prevents short-sighted planning, the lack of desire
to save enough voluntarily, and pre\fents the old
from becoming a burden on society after they
retire. This pillar, while regulated by the government to insure appropriate rates of return on
pension funds, allows the individual's money to
avoid political determinations. By placing
money in the private sector this pillar serves as
the best allocation of capital and the best return.
on savings as you can always pack up and move
your money elsewhere. It also has the added
benefit of preventing deficit financing and
wasteful government spending with the Social
Security revenues. To add to the stability of this
scheme it would also allow for international
diversification, which would protect against
inflation.
The publicly managed pillar would
work much the same way as our present system
except the benefits would be significantly
reduced. It would still serve the purpose of protecting against a spell of bad returns and lack of
foresight. In addition to this a mini(I1um pension guarantee would have to be established to at
least provide for the subsistence of the downtrodden and the potential failure of investment
companies. Coupled with this guarantee would
be compliance enforcement to prevt!nt non-work
by those who are capable and merely want to
leach off the system, as has been a wide practice
in the pension systems of developing countries.
Additionally, this pillar would be targeted at
)ow-income groups to provide a safety net for
the old. Due to its limited scope, the taxes necessary to pay for this pillar would be significantly below current levels.
The third pillar, the voluntary pillar,
would serve as supplemental retirement income
for those with the capacity and desire. Ideally it
would be more secure than the average investment firm yet still provide an adequate rate of
return.
Working Toward a Viable Resolution:
Certainly this scheme is not without
its problems. There is economic uncertainty
with the fear of low returns and inflation as well
as stiff handling charges by investors. Perhaps
most scary is the possibility that the regulators
could be corrupted by the regulated. All these
concerns are indeed serious and legitimate. Also,
with record deficits, now seems like the inappropriate time to act on such measures because any
restructuring will necessarily entail relatively
short but serious deficits. However, with proper
checks and balances, many of these worries could
be greatly diminished and potentially negated.
Chileans, with a long history of social security
and a system similar to the one proposed above,
were estimated to have an average, annual, ahove
inflation rate of return of 10% of their account,
as of2001. This figure is far better than what the
present social security system provides and lacks
all the long-term economically disastrous consequences.
Most important is to realize that the
present system and the proposal by the Dems are
both unsustainable. The system threatens to
destroy our economic sustainability and the
Dems' solution attempts to stave off the problem
for future generations to worry about. The primary problem with this solution, however, is that
the longer we wait the worse the situation will
become. Alternatively, the sooner we act th.e
quicker we will return to long-term stability.
Do not mistake this for an immediate
call to action. The Bush agenda has serious
flaws. It does nothing to improve the lot of the
poor and elderly like that of the three-pillar plan
and it does little to regulate the private investment firms. Rather, what I am suggesting is that
instead of playing the oh-so-enjoyable rhetorical
games that our representatives are fond of, we

A Closet Look At Social
Security Privitization
ADAM

annual rate of return on stocks, roughly 6.5 to
7.0% after inflation for the next 75 years.
In the current debate over President Bush's Since profits grow at the same rate as the
Social Security proposal, the most common economy in the long run, the economy would
critique of his plan focuses on the enormous need to grow at a very strong pace over the
transitional costs of creating private accounts. coming decades to achieve this rate of return.
According to this line of thought, privatiza- But isn't the retirement of the Baby Boomers
tion would not only fail to address the exRect- and the coinciding de.cline in economic
ed revenue shortfalls facing Social Security, it growth the reason why we need to privatize
would actually put the system in an even Social Security in the first place? President
shakier fiscal position. Allowing workers to Bush and the privatizers are trying to have it
divert 4 percentage points of their Social both ways: an impenamg economic slowdown
Security taxes into private accounts would requires the creation of private accounts, but
starve the Social Security Trust Fund, require somehow the stock market will continue to
S2 trillion in government borrowing, and has- grow at its present rate for the next seven to
eight decades. Paul Krugman has calculated
ten the system's insolvency.
However, many critics who oppose that in order to obtain the administration's
privatization because of the cost of transition- expected rate of return on private accounts
ing to the new system still believe that in the- while also using the administrarion'S>numbers
ory privatization could strengthen Social for economic growth, by 2060 the stock marSecurity because the stock :market generally ket would need a price-earnings ratio of more
earns a higher rate of return than the govern- than 100. In other words, th.e average stock
ment securities currently held by the Trust would be as overvalued as the technology
Fund. This argument seems reasonable, but it stocks during the bubble of the late 1990s, but
ignores the large administrative costs required this tim.e the market would miraculously keep
by private accounts. Under today's system, growing.
A closer look at the administrative
Social Security is one of the most efficiently
of
private accounts .along with the
costs
managed government programs: the administrative costs are less than 1% of annual rev- unreasonable assumptions about the rate of
enues, and yet the checks still arrive like return on these accounts makes it clear that
the theoretical gains from privatization would
clockwork every month.
In contrast, managing private evaporate in the face of real-world obstacles.
accounts for more than one hundred million Even ignoring the costs of transitioning to
taxpaying workers would require the creation private accounts, privatization is a bad deal
of a massive federal bureaucracy. A Treasury That's not to say that we should do nothing.
Department working group in the late 1990s The most effective way to address the longconcluded that even a bare-bones scheme for term revenue shonfalls facing Social Security
creating individual accounts would incur sig- is to eliminate, or at least raise, the cap on
nificant administrative costs. With the range income subject to Social Security taxation.
of investment choices for private accounts This approach is both efficient and equitable,
limited to a dozen firms offering broad-based as it does not incur the massive transitional
index funds, account statements that are and administrative costs of establishing primailed only once a year, and phone inquiries vate accounts, and it requires upper income
that are not toll free, the plan would still have Tudividuals to contribute the same proportion
an annual cost ofS20-S30 per account. That's of their earnings to the Social Security Trust
an annual cost exceeding SS billion a year, Fund as lower- and middle-income
which is larger than half the current IRS Americans. Currently, worke.rs earning up to
budget and would require hiring tens of thou- $90,000/year contribute 12.4% of their
sands of new government workers. A plan for income to Social Security (including employprivatt accounts with services similar to er's contributions), while individua!S with a S1
401(k)s (although not including loans) would million salary contribute only 1.1% of their
Recent
Social
Security
cost 2-3 times as much as the bare-bones income.
Administration
actuarial
estimates
show
that
scheme, and thus be prohibitively expensive.
Consequently, the administrative costs of removing the cap would virtually eliminate
managing private accounts would cancel out the projected seventy-five year funding shonalmost any gains obtained by investing in the fall. Whatever approach policymakers take to
stock market as opposed to government secu- reform Social Security, they should move cautiously: the system faces a long-term problem,
rities.
The privatization scheme pushed not an imminent crisis, and privatization is
by President Bush also assumes a very high not the solution.
BY

LANGLEY

should begin to take a look at the genuine sub- trous effects that will result if we stay our presstance of the issue. Instead of using this as a • ent course.
means to demonize our political opponents, it
would serve the country much better to seri- •Much of this information was drawn from the
ously consider the proposal. By working to articles "Social Security around the Worldn by
implement changes such as these, we could Estelle James and "On Averting the Old Age
benefit the elderly by continuing to provide a Crisisn by R. Beattie and W. McGillivray.
social safety net without wreaking the disas-

BY ANDREAG~co

Washington Garver reared. their two~dimen~
sional heads.~ •\
"

S.pike Lee hu"been quote~ as sayin& "Once a . . • . . • ~• 'By. stlck,,IDg ro ttivia'. ' the. "Black
thr<>vgh the ch11,m!e of F~btuary Hist9ry Months of, our childhoods in
.· being ,'Black History Month':' Black Hi&tciry ,~.American schogfa ·r educed the Black
Montb . .~ to ~ 11' twel:e-rno~b thin;• I Am.erl~n .pres~ce tQ ttiVi;1. R~ black bistoknow.,that my expeden£e with B!ack History rrt or th~ Ieal history of any group in America,
Moiith has·ofteti: been. kss ~~fulfilling~ I'm 118 iS the st,qry 9(sQcial forces moving, clianging,
: su.re .a.Qyone who grew up in 'America can. and ;coming in.to eonllict with. one another:
relate'. S'tatting;.lo .$econd ~de, ftr:st, or even /' ¥ru;im slaves WCfC not invisible; they had
klnde.i:garte.n, E:Very February saw those same ideis~ affect~. :ec;onomJcs, and brea~hed the
tired papeI"'cutoufs of Martin Luther l<.ing,Jr. Amerlean air.. For the past hundred. and forty
and Rosa P¥ks go back up on the library yc~• tb.ey have continued to do so. That is
walls. Every year there waS: a. mention of the theu' hiswry, not traffic tights omd innumerb1,,1s boycgtt 11nd e,very yeu we ~ere showered abli; f !M$. .
.'
•
with trivia,,Who invented this? Who did that
/This year> 1 was surprised to see
.first? Once ,a year; like t:lt>Ckwork, Garret posters proclaiming these same old facts pop
· Morgan, Daniel Hale W~'S.
Ge01ge

.rear we go
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Fugue
Just one glimpse; surdy it would be enough. The
sd f is fngmenced and lose in chis darkness, stum·
bling. grasping at low uee branches, tripping
rhrough brush, clawing chrough mud--chese
things, chcse actions, these sensations, these
prove existence. Even starlight extinguished, chis
is the only way co know; rhere is no thought. The
scars are not watching, no one is watching over.
Fragmented, che hand separate from the heart,
the eye, each part floating, stumbling, che body is
a collective and not a whole. No water ro drink,
only mud and leaves, rwigs and worms, only the
tongue is parched, so chirst is bearable. There is
no sense of a child, chere is no child, chere is no
instinct to prorecc ir. There is no instinct, there is
no reason, chere is not even despair now.
The.re is no memory of che past, no hope for the
future, there is only che eternity of che present
made apparent. There was never sanity. chere is
no madn:Ss. It is possible to sink below che animals, co lose one's true sdf, and to do so is to
become a beast of chis manner, che once-great,
once-beautiful. the once-wise, once·knowing. It is
disgusting co know and it is bur more disgusting
to no longer know. Just one glimpse of a human
face might be enough, but there is no other, chere
is no reflection; chere is no, chere has never been,
an I.
Runnjng headlong chrough che endless woods:
ch ts is what it means co be aHvc. For her, for every·
one, there is noching lasting to be drawn from
anyching.

...

There is the vague, faraway feding of mud and
cold, there is pain, faraway. Thorn bushes cling to
her, she kicks, rips her legs free of them, thorns
hooked into flesh, rearing jagged paths chrough
pale skin. There is blood dripping; it will never
dry over skin and it will never clor over the places
rhe rhorns have been, it will always flow. There
will never be scars.
She falls into the mud, stomach down, she holds
her head above the ground, hands, forearms in
the mud. The fall has forced all the air our of her;
there is a burning of che lungs. and an involuntary
grimace, che involuntary high pitch as air once
again forces its way into the lungs. There is mud
m che wounds, there is mud everywhere now. She
gets up and keeps running. crying out, pain with·
out feeling, expression wichouc words, existence
without cognisance.

or: The Unpleasant Narrator
by Fiona Qyirk-Goldblatt
so does a scar rot away. Men will leave cheir marks
scratched into che earth, to be sure, when they are
long gone, but from there it is only a matter of
time before the soil itself is gone as well.

***
There is a wolf hunting a rabbit nearby, gray fur
stalked by gray fur and yellow teech, yellow eyes.
There is hunger, chere is fear, chere is desire. The
chase, che running has a purpose, co evade death
or co cause ic.

Animals have cheir psychology as humans do.
Animal, ring a bell, salivate. Humans are more
complicated; what a gift it is co be more chan the
animals, co know the inevitability of deach, co
struggle ch rough life as such, ucrcrl y alone and
utterly denying this. Even wich another person living inside of her, she is by herself. le is hard to
understand one's own mind , and it is impossible to
know the motives, che mind of anocher. Humanity
is made of humans, it is a coUecrive and noc a
whole.
T here is logic to the animals, logic to humanity,
but not co the running woman. In her psychology,
she is independent of psychology. Why does she
run~ Not because she muse, nor for diversion, not
because of any desire, not co any end. She lives of
action, noc of chought. There is no answer co chis
question. Ir is noc worth asking.

...

Scars are markers of che past, a map of life laid
our on skin. There is a comfort that can be raken
rn rhese reminders. chat che pain, chat rhe past
1rself was real, still is real, in memory, in fact, in
flesh. They embody a kind of pennanence that
men hope to experience. They want to accomplish great things and go down in history, so that
their progeny's progeny's progeny will remember
them, acknowledge and even treasure chc specks
of blood that rhey share, fragments of generic
marcrial char overlap, a permanence chat is only
thcorerical and not in the leasr experiential. Even
scars fade with time, and when flesh turns dead

...

She has reached a worn muddy pach beaten
through a clearing. With luck she will cross paths,
so to speak, wirh chose who traverse it. For one
moment there is the possibility of change, rhere is
the hope an outside observer would feel, but she
does not recognize che chance, and it might as
well, is jusc as chough ic docs not exist. There is a
cabin at rhe end of rhe pach, buc she does not see
it in rhe darkness, would not recognize it if she
could see it, and runs across it, past it. There is a
person inside, looking out the window, who
glimpses the woman run pasc, sees only an indis·
tinct blur of motion, most likdy a deer or che wind
rustling branches.

•••
Her muscles are tiring, her pace is slowing to
somewhat less chan a jog. There arc certain Ii mies
co the body which can't be bent by che will of che
mind, or che lack chereof. bur still she is able co
keep moving. It is cold now, and the mud all over
her front has dried into a thick layer of brittle din
cemented to her skin, co her cloches, hardened
inside rhe gashes on her legs. As she moves and as
it dries more, it cracks and falls off in places, leaving a fine layer of gray dust behind, and chere is
che feeling of dry, somewhere far away. There is a
pond, and cherc is the sudden desire for water, co
jump into it and co drink it up. She picks up inco
a sprint and splashes blindly into chc black water,
goes under che icy surface, and jumps back up,
gasping from che cold. She wades back out and the
shock of che cold almost verges on sadness. She
!'"I'S back to the water's edge and crouches down,
puts her face to che water and drinks. Shivering.
she goes back on her way, her hair already freezing
co her head.

The expeccarion of relief, the subconscious,
unconscious, non-conscious desire for comfort is
inescapable. Comfort is taken where it can be
found, as it should be, and there is no blame robe
rhrown about for it, for crying to make life fed eas·
ier chan it is. Stoicism is usdess. There is comfort
to be taken in other people, while it lases, ar least;
the problem is chat they leave, sooner or lacer, they
change or wichdraw or move or die, everyone docs
at least one. most do more. Love is just a londy
kind of pain, the desire for someone else co suffer
as well, for this one person co suffer for, because of,
with anocher. Love is just commiseration and
commiseration only lases so long, only goes so far,
can only comfort for so long, can't do any real heal·
ing. Requited love, lasting love: these are just miracles of coincidence.

...

Hope is a product, a function not so much of rime,
impartial to humanity as it is, as it is of human
perception of rime. If rhere is hope, chere is a
future. It has been said chat hope dies last. How
cruel it is to cling like chis, and how painful when
it is strangled out of existence by disappointment,

Black History Month, contin~dfrom page 19 ing the February tradition; rhetoric aboutyearround Black qistory lessons will often result in
up on Bard campus. The Black Student
Organization did put a jokey spin on things:
For example, Carver got the line "Do you like
jelly sandwiches?~Still,I am not sure why these
tired facts even have to make an appea~ncc. ls
it just habit? Perhaps somewhere along the
line--in our long stting of elementary school
Fehruaries-- these "factoids" have taken on a
life of the1r own, assuming an ai( of cultural
importance simply through r.e petition. {Not
that the contributions of these individuals
aren't important - I'm told that Carver's
peanut oil revoluti.o nized the agrarian economy
- but honestly, who needs to hear about the
peanut guy for yet another year?)
Personally, I can see value in preserv-

cop-outs, what I term "last paragraph syndrome.~ wherein authors ostentatiously ta.Ck
the coatributionsof mino.ritics on to the end of
a textbook chapter or article, as if to say, "look,
we're being sensitive, we didn't forget.• The
writer or teacher throws in these facts as if he's
filling a quota; he seems vaguely annoyed to
"have~ to do so.This attitude makes surprisingly frequent appearances at O\ir own dear school,
when race is discussed only during the harried
last class.. (That perennial last entry on the syl·
labus: "gender and race in _.") A similar
problem
within effon:s to teach women's
history; in Bard classes, especially witrun nonsocial science. departments ~ philosophy, poet·
ry, politics - the woman is ·often th~ paragraph

ensts

...

by pain, by reality. This state she is in, ar least she
is spared of chis ddusion, at least she does not feel
it, has never fdt it, never will. There is no notion
chat this might end, chat chere is anyching better
co look forward co, chat che world is not made of
chis forest. She will never fed anyrhing. This is a
luxury of sorts chat is, perhaps rather unfurly, not
ofren handed out to anyone who would want ir.
Hope is what makes men bdieve chat chere is
more co do, more that can be done, wich life than
merely co endure it.

The scent, chc chase, che running, ic is instinct, it
is co che same end on both sides of che equation,
both parties desiring primarily ro sustain cheir
own lives, and secondarily to create new life. le is
not a chase for che sake of che chase. The wolf
wins, ic fulfills che natural order. The strong hunc
and kill che weak. When che weak dwindle in
numbers, so do rhe srrong. causing a resurgence of
rhe weak, and in turn the strong experience the
same resurgence. There is a process thac repeats
itself endlessly chat only humans can defy or inrer·
fere with.

asleep, her muscles are already cramping, stiffening,
her legs, knees by her chin, and her arms curled
around herself, muscles frozen in a feral position.

Survival is che only end of all endeavors. Eve.ryday
distractions serve che purpose of making life bear·
able, survivable, perhaps even sometimes enjoyable.
This woman, chis sleeping woman, docs not know
chese comforts, but neither does she know chese
pains. She is a wretched bea'st, co be sure, but no
more wretched rhan everyone dse. No more
wretched is she than. say, che two men in the ruscance, getting an early start on hunting today. A barbaric pastime, co be sure. Everyone suffers every day
of his life; it is greatest ro inflict as litde suffering on
others as is possible. To cause any other living ching
pain, of any kind, for che sake of enjoyment, for che
sake of self-pity, chat is an abomination. But there is
hope for chem yer.

...

She is dreaming abour running, swifr and unbur·
dened by mud, running so quickly chat her feet leave
che ground, and she seems to skirt along che earth
like a skipping scone on water, and her footprints in
che soil melr back into nothing. There is no dcsrina·
tion in che dream, as chere is none in life, chere is only
morion for the sake of morion. There is wind, and
sunlight, and warmch.
The men are walking toward her, silent, feer falling
heavily on the cold ground. They do not see her in
che pile of leaves. The man closest to her, the shorter
man, notices how big the pile is, but nothing else
about it. They are nexc to her, now they are passing,
have passed by her. The shorter man trips on the
root of a tree and falls gracelessly onto che ground,
and a loud expletive escapes his lips, a "fuck" echoing
ch rough the foresr, causing the crow on a tree nearby
ro be scarded into flight. The woman, roo, hears this
word, it permeates her dream, and she awakes

!MftllherdfbodfhltOa~

...

Exhaustion, now, is becoming overwhelming,
more powerful than what is becoming a more than
mild hunger. Her legs drag, heavy wich mud, her
bare feet, hands, face numb from cold, legs and
lungs aching from such constant exertion. She
moves cowards che first hinrs of dawn that are
spreading across rhe horizon, gradations of gray in
the expanse of che starless sky, turning almost pur·
pie in places. The ground she finds here, now, is
dry, covered in piles of dead leaves. She collapses
to her hands and knus, cu~ls herself up in one of
the piles, covers herself with leaves, and she is
warmer than she would otherwise be. Even in che
few moments it rakes co catch her breath and fall

thrown in at the end. By the way, Rpsa
Luxembourg was ,also an important Marxist
thinker. By the way, H.D. ~ frienm. with all.
the major Imagist poets. And by the way, did
you know that while Wocld War 11Ameri.canhistory~at~large was howling in the distance,
Garret Morgan also invented the ~ mask?
Through last-paragraph strategy, women or
black.AmeriC20s or whoever a:re still sepa.rated
and marginaliied,just in many small steps. The
notion of a full month of celebration, however,
affords the possipility to immerse oneself in a
eultUtt, to get excited about it. Unfortunately,
there is nothing exciting about the old Jaiindry
list of .6gures from those cardboard cutouts.
Spike Lee went on to say, "When we
all learn about our .history, about how much
we've accomplished while being handicapped
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around for che source of the sound chat isn't usually
heard in the forcsJ. Sh~ sees the standing man, help
ing his friend up, his friend who, sclf-consciomiy,
looks around, rather stupidly, because only by
extremely remote chance is chere anyone dse in the
forest co see che fall. The railer man looks around,
and secs her, sirring in rhe leaves.
She secs him. When', she wonders, am I now, 111licrc
liavc I gone this time?
The railer man says to his friend, Whac, is that a,
why is chere a woman over chere~
The woman has no choice buc to raise her weak,
aching acms, wave chem, and yell our a timid "hey."

...

The taller man is carrying the dirt-covered woman
to the truck on his back, and she falls asleep rherc.
The man who fell, a few less chan humane thoughts
enter his mind regarding what could be done wich
the woman who no one knows they have, buc he, in
an unprecedenced act of wisdom, if not one of com·
passion, does nor open his mouth.

with ratlsm, i.t can only inspire us to gre;iter
heights, knowing we're on the giant shoulders
of Out ancestors.~ lt is this sentiment which
will provide those who are interested in honoring '.Black hi$toi;y' with useful means of doing
so. The funiliar list of inventors and icons is
tired, and do~ riot moye peopl~ pride and a
sense of b.:lstory come from deeper sources.
Let's retire them for a while. People just might
learn something. Let's talk about Alexandre
DUmas. What, you didn't know he was black?
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Bard Men

Tut: Xew tro~rlt :llnlro~ed

BY ANA SAENZ

BY_LAURAJARAMILLO

Or should I say Bard boys? All, or at least most of the ones I've
encountered.have the emotional maturity of a 14 year old. Is
it that I'm prone to date emotionally stunted assholes? Or is it
that there are no good, dateable boys at Bard?
Do you ever wonder why there are so few couples on
campus? It's not that people are incompatible or they just
haven't found "the one" (for the moment). In my opinion, the
boys here still live in the high school bubble. You know as well
as I do that most people who come to Bard are th.e rejects and
.shut- ins of high school and/or junior high (myself included).
So the boys come here, see bow much their social options have
changed in college (in such a small school) and take advantage
of that. Most say, yay college, time to party and fuck around!
Don't get me wrong, I'm not only talking about freshmen,
although this syndrome is more so present in them, but also
upperclassmen. Those older boys seem to have evolved into a
different kind of emotional asshole - a colder, a more "I'm
cooler than you" sort of shithead.
Why is it that the average Bard relationship lasts
two weeks? Well, boy meets girl, he gets incredibly excited that
SHE chose him over everyone else, then he slowly gets bored,
and eventually leaves her dumped and crying with a box of
Kleenex in her room (which he was not even gracious enough
to provide). I must say though, there are the rare cases of a
longer lasting relationship at Bard (probably due to fear of
loneliness away from home, on the part of the boys- dude, just
get a fuckins teddy bear. Lord knows you need it.)
And what about those boys who are your friends?
The ones who you spend so much time with you soon realize
that they might be "the one." Let me tell you, it's all bullshit.
They're no different. As soon as you start going out with them,
they tum into the typical Bard boy I have been describing so
passionately. So fuck that shit.
Oh and the sensitive subject of breaking up ... Why
is it that they struggle to come up with such, let's face it, lame
excuses for why they're dumping you. "I want to explore my
options," is one phrase I've constantly heard from guys who
dump girls after being with them since the beginning of freshmen year. And this next one's a real kicker: "You talk during
movies." (Yes, I've actually heard that as a real excuse.)
However, my own personal favorite is: "I want to find someone
who I can be in love with for a long time." Dude, you're in college; you're not going to find eternal love and happiness in four
years. So then, why go into a relationship making the girl think
that she might be "the one/ get her hopes up, and then dump
her? Don't be so idealistic. It's very unbecoming.
And what about their capacity to cheat so often,
without any thought of the repercussions. I, luckily, have never
had a boyfriend cheat on me (that I know of). But I know a
great deal of boys, and men, who have and currently are cheating on their significant other. Some say males are the more
logical of the two genders. Well isn't cheating on your girlfriend completely illogical? I mean, come on, it's not rocket
science (or even pre-calc, which most boys here seem to have
trouble with, oddly enough). You're not married. You have no
reason to cheat. Just be a man and break up with her if what
you really want to do is fuck around.
One other thing I must mention, as I have heard
many girls complain about this, is the lack of initiative boys
have here. In the "real world," most boys will make the fust
move, or at least get the gul's hints that she wants his tongue
in her mouth. Not here; Bard boys will hardly ever get the balls
to kiss you fust. Don't get me wrong, I don't mind making the
first move, but it kinda gets on your nerves when you have to
do it EVERY TIME. Oh, and why the dancing and the flirting at parties, when all you want to do is cut right to the chase
(not that I don't enjoy dancing)? I was at this party once, and
I kept talking to this guy and asking him to dance, and he
looked at me and said: "Why don't we just cut through all th.e
bullshit and go to your room?" I was not the least bit surprised
to find out that he wasn't a Bard student.

boy schooled nea.r by an equator and i believe this lion is a
chariot with a mane tire and carbon mark the line of
matrimony between his fibula its windshield its hood my
~temum she wants more than most things a power plant and
strawberry patch she is not here she knows that jealousy is
ugly in the manner that excessive frankness becomes a farce
inside meaning you too arc not outside an interesting
function of our design it all~ you to feel rubber serene in
passage through a large and violent country with windows
rolled half wayd<)Wn may sixteenth through june tenth's
textures force straight lines of hair into a wild crown i will
cut while you sleep In a confluence of cowboy radio static
and indictments of old selves
woman with a Texaco pegasus tattooed on her thigh she
saw me standing in a drive way her icy photograph stare
turned "me to i see i am with thunderbird and red lacquer
and child and unconcealed fictive accounts will say it was
long legs that stacted a summer war it makes the county
malarial with Helenophilla so i ch.oose one troubadour who
smells like i forget
far from roller coasters she imagined it could not sleep
for three nights before leaving
take this time to
imagine
he would come fot her on that Pegasus
poor tattooed blind
swimming like sailors and .fishes
with his surfaCC$ blinking
like titanium that's not
made in Sweden any longer
when
we can
only entertain the notion of each other
in song

trust Indian summer to deliver us fro~ the furnace

a
no klller in the
lagoon whose w.itcrs sleep angry there's
nettles with his murder ballads
he eats tuna at the
table as if he'd never
eaten nothing ever and you know
the citizens that bleed together
dance together they
got the tune it's lllycrs Md ululations only a Xerox is_.
s<> bright
and so literal

When the summer of2004 ended, (the bright,
hopeful summer of 2004), so did any hope of
playing Four Square, partying or seeing a show
in the Old Gym again. And that dying hope is
something we need to continue making noise
about. We've been told that the cost of repairs
would be upwards of S2 million, something that
is obviously unaffordable. We heard last semester about how there were new options being
explored for replacements. But you know what?
We haven't seen hide or tail of any suitable
replacement. As the buildings stand right now,
Robbins and Manor are not fit to be used as
party spaces. Tewksbury, for that matter, is the
only dorm fit to be partied in; but it's known as
"Freshman Housing" and therefore, your typical
barn burner is not allowed to grace its halfcement block walls. We need a new space and
we need it stat.
For example, there was a party
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"Why am I just a vagina?~ was·something I heard a girl
ask the other day. Sitting on the bed, complaining about having
gotten dumped various times recently, she said that she felt as if
boys just used her for sex. Let me just say this, so fucking what?!
Come on, don't let it get to you. Not to sound like an overly
active and pushy feminist (which is redundant), but take control
man! Make THEM feel like they're just a penis (because frankly,
I believe they think with it most of the time).
So now you ask, what are Bard boys good for? Just
know, when you're ogling that cute boy in your class, who's ohso-smart and oh-so-cute, know that he's probably an emotional
dumbass, just like the rest of them. But well, you can always just
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in memory of grand.fa.thee' s hand
caught in turbine jetS t
he pool table and back woods are now velvet he sutures
the cyllnder and carmine eye she
wears a wolf mask he
drives
she lifts the map could survive on the belief
that from the shortage you emerged taller
why we never leave the dance ball as the nexus of
memory and illus.ion is a quel!tion worth aslcing

. ... ,J ~..........._.

Old
f!
~ 111lir.& the o~ cartoons m·The ~semr.· ,

at least he is usually ~tbout compassion
or black water
In the airless ¢hambet you ~ face the door
when
your back is
to th!! wall her face is a compact
mir:roJ." that completely 'ilttUrati:s the place
with light i
look at him
"! • across.:flower spangled fabrtc
and fake a good blind

If You Build It, I'll Shut Up
BY HENRY CASEY
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fuck him on Friday night, after whatever stupid party's going on.
That's what Bard boys are good for in this very, very desolate and
secluded college campus of ours. I must say, as a warning, if you
think you might end up getting attached to the boy and then hurt
(which is inevitable), opt for your vibrator. Hell, it's better anyway.
Some may call me a bitter, cold-hearted bitch, but I
think of myself as a realist. Don't get me wrong, there's a lot I
could say about Bard girls. As much as I dislike men in general,
I'm glad I'm not a lesbian because, well let's face it, we're just as
bad, or worse, with our little games and hidden meanings. But hey,
that's another article _completely.

,

thrown at Robbins on the first weekend back
that made me wary of any future bangers held
there. D espite some smart ideas in the space of
the building, there is danger inherent. There
was a smoke alarm set off accidentally and, as a
bystander put it to me, in the student effort to
get out, "we'd all be dead right now if the roof
really was on fue." According to an eyewitness,
it was the fault of a drunken freshman with a
cigarette too close to a smoke alarm in one of
those small cushioned booths in the hallway.
So, we see here that while Robbins is prime
party real estate because of those comfortable
necking nooks, its failing point is that it's
cramped beyond all get out. I say we keep using
it, because we have to; it's not like we're getting
anything new anytime soon. Note: another fire
alarm erroneously rang at the Vanity Affair
party last night, and until there's a real fire we're
still gonna use Robbins. I hear it was a good
party, organized by the Bard Feminist Alliance
with music provided by WXBC.
·

And then we have the circus style festival known as the glorious off campus party.
Far away from the watchful eyes of Bard
Security and the Get-That-Booze-Outta-Here
rule of the Campus Center, students gather at
somebody's house to feel that much more
mature. Recently one of these barnbumers was
held within walking distance of campus, and
many enjoyed it. And when I say people
enjoyed themselves, I mean an assload of people
made out and got drunk. This is all we ask
from a party. As Jeremy Low has put it to me
at least five times since the Old Gym was quarantined, "All I want is a dimly lit space to make
out with people."
So the party was good, refr~hments
were served, and ass was gotten, but there were
two crucial flaws in the party. Remember how
I said it was "within walking distance of campus?" It was walk-able, unless you live on south
campus like myself and 250-some-odd other
students, and secondly, it was in the middle of
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nowhere. To get to this party, as with most "near

by off campus parties," you had to take a thirtyminute walk from down here. And I know I
wasn't the only one who had to walk from dorm
to party to dorm that night, as I saw many others walking that long path. The Old ~ym was
magnificent because it was sma9' dab in the
center of campus, not that great a hike for anybody really, fifteen minutes at most. Everybody
knew where it was, but with these off campus
parties you have kids wandering around on 9G
with a half-emptied 40 in one hand looking for
a "big house with a lot of noise." What a
bloody hassle.
In short, we need a student space, in
the middle of campus, which is not a dormitory and will withstand the rage we have to vent.
And as long as Bard keeps having bigger and
bigger freshman classes, this new space has
gotta be BIG.
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CARNAL KNOWLEDGE
The Observer's Sex Column
Dearest Observer Sexpert,

Ifa girl (lowly, lovtly. hair like a silun <hestnut sea. eyes like the great lamps ofthe goddess Aphrodite
herself. breasts likt...you get the idea. ..) has one littk jlirw-athkte's.foot-can wt still h11'1Jt fabulous
foot fwtplayt I ~an, ifshe has tk foot fongus, can six take my man-junli in be~tm her little
(inftcud) ftminine toes, or will that gi<ue me mushroom a11 cock-a-doodle doo?
Sincerely,
My One Foot Long LO'!.ltJ the Foot.
My, my, }'QU certainly are quite a ri$k taker if you are contemplating rubbing your PENIS on an
area overgrown with fungal bodies and spores. By the way, it might interest you to know that
the mne fungus that causes athlete's foot is the agent in the affliction called JOCK ITCH. I
would1it be worried, though, as athlete's foot can be easily treated with anti-fungal produm.
Give l!lY regard$ to your one foot long.

My recent kmg-term relationship ouled btcau.re ofa really rough mrmth or so that brought my partntr
to say that they just can't deal with the intensity and occasionq/ drama tht1t the rdaliomhip cauud at
this time in their life. lf I love them and want to be with them and they say they love me and want to
be with me but just can't see ii happening.for afew years, whal is my best course ofatlion to ltup my
sanlly and afoture relatwnship a possibility7 Should I attempt to maintain a strongfriendship even
while/ongingfar what once was, or is it bmer to risk losing l!J!Jtn tha: friendship by sl!J!Jering all tits
until I can ta/It. to lht!m without wishing.for what was(whicb may take a long time, if it l1Vtr happens) f
So sorry you're having a rough time. I think it depends on the exact nature of the wdrama~ and
"intensity" that your partner could not deal with. If this drama is ~ core part of what it is to be
· in a relationship with you, then this relationship may never be able to work, even in the future.
Jf the drama was temporary, then the future could be a possibility. For some people, the
attempt at friendship with someone they are in love with is too painful. lf yous former partner
really is serious that ·they want you in their love life in the future, then you should stick around

and show them that. But there is always the possibility that your former partner will be somewhere very different in their lives in a few years and is simply providing you with false hope,
possibly to let you down more easily. Without specifi.C$, l cannot read more into your situation.
1 hope you do what gives you the greatest possibility of personal happiness.

h~ question...
how do you know ifyour libido im't bigb mougbr I heard that the pill can IO'Wer JOllT libido, but I'w
b¢en on itfur a limg ti~. Maybe I'm just a hypochondriac, may/le I j14t do11'1 get horny enough ifI'm
not with someone I really liu, or maybe I'm lotally normal. How tan I tel/t What should I dot
Thanks

Honestly, girls with this suspicion are between a rock and a hard place, as simply the worry of
having a low sex dsive is enough, psychologically; to actually affect your sex drive (sex drive is
intimately related to anxiety levds). My advice is tO relax. Also, if you haven't already, switch to
the pill with the lowest hormone levels available on the market, such as Mircette-that may
ease your mind. And if it really still bothers you to be taking artificial hormones, weigh the
consequences and determine if your lifestyle demands you be on birth control.

send your

FUCKING
questions to
gw876@bard.edu (Questions
on love, relationships, health, or
sex are welcomed)

this is not intended to replace professional
medical advice.

Horoscopes
BY CLARE CONNECTION
Aries <March 22-April 20)
Feeling lost? Feeling abandoned? Need a hug
or three? It seems, Aries, that you've finally
descended from your "can't touch this" -Master
of the Univcrse-Ramzilla high horse. Now that
you're no longer king of the mountain you may
be looking for a little recognition to put you
back up where you feel you belong. Well, all I
can say is that while you may fed like you're
taking a step backwards, you should really be
appreciating how far you've come. Once you can
see that in descending among the unwashed
masses. you've actually improved since your
arrogant, careless, walk-all-over-other-people
days, you might be able to give yourself the
recognition you need. In the meantime, I can
lend you my teddy bear.
Taurus (April 21 -May 21l
It seems like rhe Catholic Church has recently
relaxed regulations for sainthood. Back in the
day you had to do shit like bring people back to
life, turn stuff into other stuff, and have miraculously healing oils drip from your tomb.
Nowadays, all you have to do is demonstrate a
life of"heroic virtue." It seems that you, Taurus,
have more or less been going around performing feats of heroic virtue this week. Arc you
really trying to qualify for sainthood? I'm betting you're not even Catholic! Well go ahead
and be good. See if I care. Just make sur£ you
aren't faking goodness or patronizing anyone.
You"ll regret it. Remember: "The road to hell is
paved with good intentions.~

'-

satchel and hit the trails, jump a tra.in, or hitch
a ride. For this month I suggest that instead of
making a mad dash- for the horizon, you stop
and look a few maps and travel brochures first,
lest you find yourself in the middle of Nebraska
wondering where you lost the road to Rhode
Island. Maybe try a group tour or something
with a bit of structure to it. What I really want
to say is that even though you may feel like
dashing off on you own, this isn't a good time
for you to push protocol aside or exit the hierarchies in which you belong.

}&QJ!uly 24-Aug.ust 23)
fu I was trying to think of an appropriate
metaphor for you this month, Leo, I procrastinated by going to see the film "Akira." The
film's opening sequence, in which a huge bubble
of light explodes, sends out a hu~ shock wave
of sorts, and destroys the entire city of Tokyo,
provided me with the missing metaphor. You
may be experiencing a bit of shock lately,
whichl'd like to term the shock of the new.
Your intrinsic reaction may be to try and prevent such a vast destruction of all you previously knew, but I suggest that you let things fall
where they may, and then do your best to clean
up the debris. This may be terrifying, but ultimately you'll be left with a clean slate to begin
your reconstruction. If you play things right,
you'll be able to rebuild the future in your own
image.

Gemini (May 22-lune 21)
Hmmm. Alien vs. Predator or Freddy vs. Jason?
Wing bar or fruit loops? Work or bowling?
With all the difficult choices you face in life it's
amazing you end up doing anything at all. I
have the sneaking suspicion that you are on a
bit of a slippery slope in this respect, dear
Gemini. Since you can never make up your
mind you might actually end up doing nothing.
Is your lack of decision-making skills due simply to your overwhelming fear in the face of
failure? This month, I suggest that you dare to
make a decision and stay as proud of your failures as you are of your success. Fail spectacularly. As Gertrude Stein put it, "A real failure does
not need an excuse. It is an end in itsel£"

Virgo (Aug.ust 24-Sept 23)
I was reminded of you when I heard the song
"Horse Pills" by the Dandy Warhols: "You
could take even more thrills, you could take
even more spills. Pills, thrill, chills, and ills
man, kills." You are being pushed in the "thrills,
chills, and spills" direction, letting yourself be
egged on by those around you. This sort of
action may seem thrilling, but it's not for you
little Virgo. Don't dupe yourself into thinking
you are one of the tough ones who can handle
this son of thing. You are actually the sort of
tender little flower that needs constant nurture,
a mild climate, and lots of sleep. If you let yourself really be yourself, and not let others push
you in a direction you aren't sure of, you will
eventually discover those parts of you that are
more precious than all the thrills, pills, and ills
in the world.

.Quiwilune 22-July 23)
It's that time of year again. Time when the feet
start itching and vacation plans start getting
made. Yes. the wanderlust has got you again
Cancer, and you are ready to _£a~_your

Libra (Sept 24-0ct. 23)
I've noticed that there's been a lot of slippage in
your life lately, slips of the Freudian variety for
example. Freud called these slips "faulty
action," a seemingly chance error of speech,

memory, or action that apparently reveals
unconscious impulses. I suggest that this means
that chance and fortuity could actually hold
your deeper truth and lead you fusther down
the creative path. fu such, they are not fundamentally "faulty," but may on the contrary be
perfect. For you this month, I suggest that you
embrace your slippage in all its forms. Chance
error is a tool-use it. Once you discover what
you are willing to ~acrifice in term!' of control,
something new will emerge in your creative and
personal life.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov, 22)
Everyone knows why the Roman Empire fell. It
became "decadent," meaning weak and
immoral. The Romans were so busy with their
orgies, throwing Christians to the lions, poisoning their spouses, that they neglected their borders. In current political and moral debates,
when a practice (as in abortion) or policy (as in
gay rights) is slightly abhorrent to the political
majority (as in the Bush-led Christian Right), it
is said to repl'C$ent the sort of decadence that
brought about the Fall of Rome. Of course this
is bullshit-these practices and policies aren't
immoral, they just don't fit into the narrow
Christian fundamentalist definition of morality.
I mention this only because, Scorpio, I have
never seen you as amoral as you are these days.
You are indulging in a period of neo-decadence.
Notice I didn't say immoral. Your amorality and
neo-decadence aren't bad. It's just that you
refuse the commonly accepted definition of
morality and choose to exist outside of it. It
seems you are in the process of redefining
morality for yourself, Scorpio, and more power
to you.
Sagittarius CNov 23-Dec,22)
A dear friend whom I haven't seen for several
years recently wrote me from Japan. He
described bis "fragmented" life and he said, "For
me (and I expect, for you) it will take many
more years before I really find a place where I
can stay indefinitely." This got me thinking
about you, Sag, about the place you call home.
This month is a good time for you to examine
just what home means for you. My inkling is
that it is represents a place of rest and solitude
and yet is also a place from whi.ch you constantly flee. If you are anything like me, you are consistently attracted and repulsed by every place
you find yoursel£ This is the Sagittarian way.
We are nomads at heart, Sag, constantly in
search of somewhere new, unable to put down
roots. All I can suggest is thiit.you learn the way
of the turtle: let your home be yourself and nor
your location.
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Capricorn <Dec. 23-Tan. 21)
1 would like you to think about walls. Is a wall
a barrier? ls it something that makes you fed
powerless, cut off from what you want? You
may come to the conclusion that a wall, while a
source of protection from what you fear, is really just a barrier between you and what is too
difficult for you to accept. This month, cry
transforming your walls into a source of power
instead of limitation. Use them to proclaim
our victory over your fear. Tell your triumphant story to the entire public. Once you
have transformed what a wall means to you,
once you have made it really yours, you can just
sit back and watch it crumble.
Aquarius (Jan. 22-Feb 19)
Recently on NPR's All Things Considered, an
interview was conducted with Ian Van Tuyl,
author of "Popstrology, the Arr and Science of
Reading the Pop Stars." Van Tuy! suggests that
the pop song that was number one on the charts
on the day of your birth, taken in conjunction
with the pop star who was big the year you were
born has something to tell you about yourself.
Those of you born between Jan. 15th and Jan.
28th, fall under the specific "birth Star" of Yes,
and their #1 hit song "Owner of a Lonely
Heart,"which Van Tuy! believes makes you the
"smooth little acorn that falls from an old and
twisted oak." All this is just to suggest that you
Aquarians look for inspiration and guidance
from unlikely sources in days to come. You
might be feeling mystical this month or at least
in need of some proper shrinkery, and off-beat
resources such as those of Popstrology might be
just what you're looking for.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20)
Well, happy birthday Pisces. fu I was trying to
think of an appropriate metaphor for the wild,
idealistic, anything-goes shit-fest that is your
coming month, l
remembered
that
Nickelodeon game show "Double Dare."This is
a little like Y?ur life this birthday month.
Everything is on a grand scale, sloppy, unrealistic, and even when you don't know what to do
someone will be in your face, daring you to
come up with an answer in five seconds or else
jump into the Blue Plate Special. And even
when you think you've won you still have to go
down a slide filled with Gak in order ro claim
your winnings. Not to say you don't have your
eyes on the prize at the end of this mess. rm
sure that when you get there, covered in guacamole and fake boogers, you will still have a
huge smile on your face, you resilient Piesces
you.
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Why do I have
starfish hands?
I mean I
understand
the big
cracker eyes, but
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DUDE I know right?
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Cll'e large
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